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Crawford begins
finance director
duties in Murray

Calloway County
unemployment
rate measures
4.9 percent

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The City of Murray's new
finance director begins work
today.
Luke
Crawford
comes
to
Murray from

By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
Staff Writer
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The future looks bright for
Murray, Calloway County and
the state of Kentucky.
Economist Tim Ewing with
the Department of Labor in
Atlanta said all three specified
areas are enjoying a 4.9 percent
unemployment rate, as of
August 2015.
Local Area Unemployment
Statistics provided by the
Department of Labor indicate
that although the state of
Kentucky and Murray and
Calloway County started off the
year at a higher unemployment
rate, all three have lowered over
the months.
The state of Kentucky began
2015 with 6.1 percent unemployment while Murray and
Calloway County had 5.7 per-

II See Page 3A
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Is not the cup of thanksgiving for which we give thanks a
participation in the blood of
Christ? And is not the bread
that we break a participation
in the body of Christ?

Good Morning
to Ledger & Times
subscriber:

JOHN WRIGHT (Ledger & Times

RIGHT ON TIME: As today's first day of fait arrives, some leaves are starting to show the changing of colors so synonymous with the autumn season. Here, red& oranges and yellows stand out with the leaves of a maple tree Tuesday
afternoon along Robertson Road west of Murray.

Cincinnati,
Ohio area. He
said, he wan
ifed,
his
Maribeth
Crawford, Crawford
moved
to
Murray at the end of June after
she got a job in the Murray State

•See Page 3A

Holland: Recent dry pattern
results in Stage 1 drought
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Just a few short months ago,
it seemed as if western
Kentucky was never going to
be dry again.
Rains messed with everything from farmers being able
to plant their seeds to local
sports teams having game after
game delayed or canceled
because of wet fields.
Oh, how times have
changed.
In fact, things have become
so dry that the region has
already been listed as falling
under Stage 1 drought conditions as the area has received

about 3 inches of rain since the
start of August.
"What's interesting to me is
that most people don't even
know it. They're still having
memories back to the spring of
how wet it was back then,"
said Justin Holland, official
observer for the National
Weather Service Office in
Paducah. "We've only had 3
inches since the start of August
but most of that was within the
first two weeks of the month.
So really we haven't had any
rain for about five weeks.
"And there's no relief in
sight. In fact, the next drought

•See Page 3A

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

Calloway County Fire-Rescue personnel douse hot spots Tuesday afternoon where a brush
fire consumed about half an acre of land along Old Soldier Creek Road in extreme northwestern Calloway County. Sudden high winds caused the fire to grow out of control, and that is a
concern throughout the region with it classified as being in a Stage 2 drought.
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Pope of the poor arrives in US denying he's a liberal
By NICOLE WINIFIELD
and RACHEL ZOLL
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — The pope of the poor
arrived for his first-ever visit to the world's wealthiest
superpower Tuesday denying he is a leftist and riding
in a frugal little family car, windows rolled down.
Pope Francis chartered plane from Cuba touched
down at Andrews Air Force Base in Maryland, where
President Barack Obama and his wife and daughters
paid him the rare honor of meeting him at the bottom
of the stairs on the red-carpeted tarmac. Presidents usually make important visitors come to them at the White
House.
Emerging from the aircraft to loud cheers from a
crowd of hundreds, the smiling 78-year-old pontiff

removed his skullcap in the windy weather and made
his way down the steps in his white robes.
He was welcomed by a military honor guard,chanting schoolchildren, politicians, and Roman Catholic
clerics in black robes with vivid sashes of scarlet and
purple. Joe Biden,the nation's first Catholic vice president, and his wife were among those who greeted him.
Eschewing a limousine, the pope climbed into the
back of a little Fiat sandwiched between huge black
SUVs. He promptly rolled down the windows,
enabling the cheering, whooping crowds to see him as
his motorcade took him to the Vatican diplomatic mission in Washington, where he will stay while in the
nation's capital.
The choice of car was in keeping with his simple
habits and his stand against consumerism. His decision
to roll down the windows reflected his penchant for

trying to connect to ordinary people despite the tight
security around him.
During his six-day, three-city visit to the U.S., the
pope will meet with the president on Wednesday.
address Congress on Thursday, speak at the United
Nations in New York on Friday and take part in a
Vatican-sponsored conference on the family in
Philadelphia over the weekend.
The Argentine known as the "slum pope" for ministering to the downtrodden in his native Buenos Aires is
expected to urge America to take better care of the
environment and the poor and return to its founding
ideals of religious liberty and open arms toward immigrants.

•See Page 7A
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WEATHER

Tomosmow
84
59

:Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Wednesday: Sunny, with a
.,'ugh near 82. Calm wind
..pecoming east around 6 mph
'In the morning
Wednesday Night: Mostly
"clear, with a low around 56.
Light east northeast wind.
Thursday: Sunny, with a
—high near 84. Light east northeast wind.

Thursday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 59 Light north
northeast wind
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 82 Northeast wind 3
to 6 mph_
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 61. East northeast wind 3 to 5 mph.
Saturday: A slight chance of
showers Partly sunny, with a
high near 78. Light east northeast wind.
Saturday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 61.
Light northeast wind.
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 80. Light east southeast wind.
Sunday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 61. Calm
wind.
Monday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 82. Light south southeast wind.
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'Pike circuit judge agrees to
•6-month, unpaid suspension
PIKEVILLE, Ky.(LAP) — A Pike County judge has agreed to a
• ,six-month, unpaid suspension during a hearing on 13 ethics charges
"•-tagainst him.
The charges against 55-year-old Circuit Judge Steven D. Combs
-'ere administrative, not criminal. The hearing Monday was being
„tonducted by the Kentucky Judicial Conduct Commission.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reports Combs also agreed to an
evaluation of whether he has an alcohol problem. His lawyer,
. Richard A. Getty, says Combs was evaluated earlier-and doesn't
.have an alcohol abuse problem.
Combs was accused of making inappropriate calls to Pikeville
police and with telling a police captain that the next officer to pull
him over would get a "bullet in the head."
Combs said he didn't recall making some of the derogatory
remarks but that the commission had a good-faith basis for the
charges. III
This is your opportunity to own a piece of
historic downtown Murray!
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even with other posts Tuesday morning at the Bee Creek soccer complex. A large fence is being constructed at the north end
of the complex, similar to one that currently stands at the south portion.

II Calloway County unemployment, 4.9 percent...
said. "Locally we're not dominated by it. We have a pretty
cent unemployment.
diverse element here."
The Kentucky numbers and
He points to industry such as
Murray and Calloway County Briggs & Stratton, Pella,
numbers had a slight increase Murray State University and
before reaching the 4.51 number. others that keep the economy
Statistics point that Kentucky growing. He said signs such as
was steadily decreasing the first construction is a good sign of
four months of the year when it growth.
rose from 4.8 in April to 5.3 in
"Construction can be (diffiMay. It also had an increase in cult), but in the long run, it's
June and July.
good for the community. (Also
May and June saw increases in positive is that) Briggs &
Murray and Calloway County.
Stratton had a longer season
Mark Manning, president of than expected and Pella has benthe Murray Calloway Economic efited from the improved housDevelopment Corporation, said ing market," Manning said.
the current number — 4.9 across "Knock on wood, that could
the board — is an "outstanding change tomorrow."
number."
Some economists say lower
"I've been here 14 years and unemployment numbers could
we have a pretty balanced econ- be the result of dropped unemomy here," Manning said.
ployment benefits.
He said until the years 2008
"There could be some truth to
and 2009, Murray and Calloway that, but I would say we're still
County always had a higher in good shape. I think the probunemployment rate than the lem is the underemployed, we
need to improve the labor envistate average.
"Kentucky was hard hit (by ronment," he said.
"Would our (unemployment)
the recession) because the state
is tied into the auto industry," he be less than 5 percent? Yes. If
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301 MAPLE
Muprayt KY
FOR SALE BY OWNER
CONTACT MURRAY MAIN ST.
FOR QUESTIONS OR TO VIEW PROPERTY

270-759-9474 or 270-293-7815
Accepting seated bids*
until 2:00 p.m. September 30, 2015
at 201 S. 4th Street
*WAS reserves the right to reject any and all bats

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
270.753.9999 • virww.stsgproperly.coni
REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

HELP WANTED
The Murray Ledger & Times'Printing and
Post Print Department is growing fast!

Grimes announces online voter registration system
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Kentuckians will
be able to register to vote online beginning with
the 2016 presidential election.
Secretary of State Alison Lundergan Grimes
announced the new voter registration system on
Tuesday. It is similar to a system that allows soldiers and others living overseas to register to vote.
Grimes said more than 700 people have used the
existing system since it went live last year.

Business Advisors
Business Sales•Franchises • Mergers & Acquisitions

someone with experience with an offset printing 'Ness but will
the right person.This is a midnight shift. Must be able to stand for low
periods of time, able to climb up and.down ladders, able to lift up t(
50 lbs.

Bridging the gap between
buyers & sellers for over 25 years.
Beady to BUY? We will.

Beady to SELL? We will;

• Provide the most comprehensive
database of available businesses
for sale
• Professionally handle negotiations
• Offer you financing alternatives
• Coordinate the transfer process

• Negotiate the best price for you
• Get on with your life/business
while we handle the process
• Structure the sale
• Confidentially network the sale
and advertise your business

APPLY AT:
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Avenue. Murray, KY 42071
OR SEND RESUME TO: dston(tomurrayledger.com
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
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m PRINTING DEPARTIVIENT: This is a full-time position. Prete'

tion with the opportunity to grow into a fulttime position. This is a
midnight Shift. Must be able to stand for long periods of time, able to
lift up to 25 lbs.

The National Conference of State Legislatures
says 23 states allow voters to register to vote
online while another five plus the District of
Columbia have not yet implemented their systems. The Lexington Herald-Leader reports the
state Board of Elections says it will cost about
$45,000 to implement the electronic voter registration system, with the money coming from the
federal Help America Vote Fund. II
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When you are READY to BUY or SELL a business

We are in need of the following positions:

POST-PRINTING DEPARTMENT: This is a pai t time posi

the Mayor's
you are employable (in Murray) tee, called
Committee on Business Process
you can get a job."
Chris Wooldridge, district and Planning, to do just that.
director of the Kentucky Small
"We want to make Murray
Business Development Center even more business-friendly; I
at Murray State University, said see a bright future," Rose said.
being friendly to business is the
The committee ,has been
key to lower unemployment.
charged by the intiydir With mak"I have not yet seen the specif- ing recommendititiali to make
ic numbers that are contributing business more accessible.
to the lower unemployment
"It is the hope of the commitnumber," Wooldridge said. "I tee that the recommendations
think that it would be safe to say would lead to an environment
that the efforts by Mark that fosters increased employManning through the EDC, by
ment should the mayor and city
Aaron (Dail) and his team at the
council chose to act on the recChamber of Commerce and by
ommendations as they deem
our local entrepreneur's in startappropriate," Wooldridge, a coing businesses and hiring indithe committee said.
viduals are very key to that chair of
Aaron
Dail, co-chair of the
improvement."
committee
with Wooldridge and
City of Murray Jack Rose said
president
and CEO of the
he is positive about local busiMurray
Calloway County
ness growth.
"I have some biases, but I Chamber of Commerce, said
think Murray is one the best unemployment is tied to busiplaces out there to live," Rose ness growth.
"We have a wonderful comsaid. "I want to develop business to keep folks here that want munity that has large diversity
in terms of industry, that keeps
to stay here."
Rose appointed nine members the unemployment rate down,"
and two co-chairs to a commit- Dail said. III
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DAVE SAYS
By Dave Ramsey

It doesn't erase your credit history
Dear Dave,
I recently tried to cancel a credit card, and
the customer service representative told me
that doing this would cancel out my entire I4year credit history. Is this true?
Keni
Dear Ken,
No,it is not true. The rep you spoke with is
either a moron or a liar.
Canceling a credit card doesn't erase a person's entire credit history, and it doesn't erase
their credit history with that company or their
card,either. And by the way, your credit history doesn't last 14 years. It lasts seven years,
but all the information on your record that is
older than that — except for Chapter 7 bankruptcy — comes off your credit bureau report.
A Chapter 7 filing stays on your report for 10
years.
So, you don't have a 14-year credit history.
Sorry, it's just not there. And if you talk to this
company again, you really need to find an
educated rep to speak with. This one doesn't
have a clue!
—Dave
Simply prepare
Dear Dave,
With all the economic problems in the
country today, what can college students do to
Ledger & Times
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Dear Eric,
There are always three or four things smart
things you can do to protect yourself financially. One is to live on a budget. When you
give every dollar you make a name,and write
in down on paper, it helps you know what
your money is doing instead of wondering
where it went.
Two more good ideas are staying out of
debt, and saving as much money as possible.
Your money is your biggest wealth-building
tool, and when you're saddled with debt, your
money goes to creditors instead of into your
pocket. Saving money is what prepares you
for the good and bad things life throws at you
— whether it's putting money aside to buy a
car, a house or handling unexpected things
that always happen.
Another thing is investing. I know you're
young, but a little bit invested now could
make you a millionaire when you're ready to
retire. These are all simple things, Eric. But
they'll make a huge difference in your financial situation now and in the years to come!
— Dave

II Holland, dry pattern...
report is due out Thursday, and it would not surprise me if we were moved up to a Stage 2
drought!'
Drought is classified on a Stage 1-to-Stage 5
scale, with Stage 1 classified as moderate. Stage
2 is seen as severe. Conditions worsen from
there.
Holland said long-range forecasts show no precipitation systems of any kind on the horizon for
at least the next two weeks, ineaniAg the
drought's grip will only strengthen. Theonly.$Q1ace is tlia ithis probably will not impact local
farmers as their crops are in the process of being
harvested.
He said his major concern is an ever-increasing
fire danger.
"It's getting really, really scary. I mean, we're
now going into the fall, which traditionally has
increased winds,and actually, a drop in precipitation anyway. This is about to get very bad, I'm

afraid," he said."People need to use caution right
now because these things can go out of control
very quickly."
That already seems to be happening. Calloway
County Fire-Rescue responded to at least two
grass fires Tuesday, one of which consumed
about half an acre on Old Solider Creek Road
northwest of Kirksey. Property owners were
attempting to burn a pile of logs but a quick
increase in winds caused the fire to grow too
quickly, CCFR reported.
am getting more concerned about this
because it really has gotten dry," said CCFR
Capt. Mike Holt. "We've had tobacco barns
going up a lot lately, and you wonder if it could
be a lack of humidity causing that too.
"All in all, we had eight calls (Monday) and
I'm sure just about all of them were weatherrelated, as far as how dry it is. We ask everyone
to be careful with any burning they have to do
right now."•

Town Crier
• The City of Murray Public
Works Committee will meet at
5:45 p.m. Thursday in the
council chambers at City Hall
to discuss a transfer station
ordinance and stormwater
improvements bids. The
Personnel_ And
Finance
Committee will meet at 6 p.m.
to discuss FEMA funds from
the March snow storm, travel
expense reimbursements, a
part-time special projects
administrator and natural gas
ordinance revisions.
• The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday in the council chambers at City Hall. There will be
a first reading of an ordinance
amending the annual budget
to add the position of parttime special projects administrator; a first reading of an

From Front

ordinance amending the
hours of operation for the City
Transfer; a first reading to
zone a 0.74-acre tract of land
at 170 Utterback Road as R-4
(multi-family residential); a
resolution authorizing the
mayor to execute necessary
documents related to the
transfer of Time Warner
Cable's franchise agreement
to Charter Communications; a
resolution authorizing the
submittal of an application to
the state and FEMA for disaster assistance available from
the March 2015 snow storm:
and a municipal order amending the personnel expense
reimbursement rates by utilizing Kentucky's reimbursement
rates for mileage and meals.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

Murray
Peddlers Mall

BOOTHS
AVAILABLE
8x10s120/mo.
10x13s175/mo.
We take ONLY6%
ofsales!!
City Business License Required

Call for more
information.
270-759-2106
**Ask aboutboothspecials."
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Applicants should be personally engaging, confident in their writing abilities, be strong time
managers and quick, creative thinkers. Nights, weekends and travel are all part of the job. Applicants
should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as Quark XPress, Adobe
Photoshop and InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera - and associated hardware - is
also strongly advised. The Ledger is seeking applicants with a bachelor's degree in journalism and
an understanding of Associated Press style. Applicants will need to be able to preview a variety of
content and edit media advisories received from the university on a daily basis. Our readers expect
strong, local coverage year-round.

Send resumes to mdavis@murrayiedger.com or editor@
murrayledger.com. Attach clippings of your work, which can include
designs and/or photos (should be formatted appropriately).
PDFs and web links are also acceptable.
4
V Damen

Special to the Lodger
On Thursday, Sept 10, members of the Murray-Calloway
County community gathered in
the Murray Room of the CFSB
Center, on the campus of
Murray State University, for the
first-ever Murray Calloway
County Community Foundation
Founders Banquet.
Over 160 people attended the
event, which also recognized
the 34 non-profit organizations
who have endowments with the
MCCCF. It was announced at
the banquet that S9204:000 have
been invested in the endowments to date, and the goal is to
invest $1 million by Dec. 31,
2015.
Currently, MCCCF is in the
midst of a campaign to raise
funds for local organizations by
offering an opportunity for individuals or businesses to become
part of the Founders Program.
This is a chance to leave a legacy as an original Founder of the
MCCCF which will live on in
our community for years to
come. And best of all, because
contributions are carefully
invested, the endowments will
continue to grow and help one
of the 34 organizations with

111
1
60004/Witey
FOUNDATION
Article 40
endowments in perpetuity. Go
to www.ccciforg to see the list
of 34 endowments.
Commitment levels begin at
$250 for individuals and $1,000
for businesses. Gifts can benefit
any non-profit organization in
Calloway County. Founders can
contribute their commitments
over a two-year period, and
donations can be made online at
www.mcccf.org or by check.
The deadline to become a
Founder is Dec. 31,2015.
How do endowments create
an ongoing income source?
A permanent endowment is
really a pool of money that is
carefully invested, to help
ensure its growth year after
year. Endowments allow multiple members of our community
to combine their gifts and contributions to create a source of
ongoing income for our local
non-profit organizations. The
MCCCF's investment committee (through our affiliation with
the Community Foundation of
West Kentucky) carefully
invests endowment funds,so the

•Crawford, director...
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Pay is hourly and based on experience. The Murray Ledger & Times is an equal
opportunity employer. Questions or comments can be directed to 270-753-1916.

University Music Department as a
soprano voice professor.
Cathy Morns, human resources
director for the City of Murray,said
Crawford will begin his duties as
finance director today. She said
Crawford is a certified public
accountant and is a graduate of the
University of Cincinnati. He
worked as an auditor for Ernst &
Young out of the firm's Cincinnati
office and most recently worked as
an internal auditor for Third Federal
Savings & Loan,Morns said.
Since the departure of former
finance director Alan Lanier in July,
retired finance director Don Leet
has been filling in while the search
has taken place. Mayor Jack Rose

said Leet also served on the search
committee in charge of interviewing candidates and narrowing the
field.
"He's a CPA and I think he has
some good experiences, and I just
thought he was an outstanding
applicant, and our other people on
the committee did,too," Rose said
of Crawford.
Crawford said that in addition to
him and his wife both finding jobs
in Murray, it is a good geographic
location for them as well because it
about halfway between
..-Ivistibeth's family in central
Mississippi and his family in southwest Ohio. He said they were also
excited about the quality of the
school systems here.•

funds continue to grow as a reliable source of income non-protit organizations can continue tio
count on, in perpetuity.
How do endowments reduce
pressure on non-profit organizations?
Our local non-profit organizations spend a great deal of time
raising funds for their day-today operations. Organizations
with endowments know thsy
have annual funding they can
count on; funding they can allocate to program expansion,
operational expenses, organizational growth, etc. The funding
from endowments allows nonprofits to focus more of their
time on their missions, and less
time on constant fundraising
efforts.
How can I learn more about
existing endowments?
The MCCCF has currently
established 34 endowments for
local non-profit organizations.
To learn more about MCCF
and how you can get involved,
visit mcccf.org or contact
Harold Hurt, President of
MCCCF, at 270-761-6880 or
any of the following board
members: Linda Avery: 270753-0060, Gary Brockway:
270-753-0503, Matt Hale: 270753-5411, Sarah Jones: 270227-8010, Brian Overbey: 270767-2000, Dick Weaver: 270753-2899, Zach Dunlap: 270816-3880.

United OA
Way gifor
United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
• Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
•
drugs
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Been told
you have
to"Live
with the
pain?"
WESTERN KENTUCKY

Neuropathy
Breakthrough!
If You're Experiencing Pain, Burning, Numbness,
Tingling or Pins & Needles In Your Hands Or Feet ->
Don't Miss This FREE Seminar On Peripheral Neuropathy!
BREAKTHROUGH
FOR PERIPHERAL
NEUROPATHY
SUFFERERS!
Clinical Studies Reveal:
The Debilitating Pain.
Numbness &Tingling
Experienced By Patients
Suffering From Peripheral
Neuropathy Can Be
Successfully Treated -

Without The Use Of
Drugs And Surgery.
Presented by:
KENT CLARK
Natural Healthcare Practitioner

In this cutting-edge
FREE seminar you'll learn:
• The underlying causes of
peripheral neuropathy,
and the key to prevention
• The Nobel prize winning
discovery that every
neuropathy patient
MUST know

•3 simple changes to
your diet that can help
prevent peripheral
neuropathy from
developing
• Advanced diagnostic
testing to help determine
if your condition can be
treated

• How peripheral
neuropathy is diagnosed,
and when it can be
• A simple home therapy
successfully treated
that is used by some
of the largest specialty
• A technology originally
hospitals in the country
developed by NASA that
to treat certain types of
helps decrease painful
neuropathy symptoms
neuropathy

CALL FOR OUR UPCOMING SEMINAR
DATES AND TIMES
101 N 7th St. I Mayfield, KY
RSVP/CALL 270-854-1620

Registration is FREE, but seating is limited.
Serving all of West Kentucky
101 N 7th St. Suite 2B
Mayfield, KY 42066
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Knowing how to end
Getting started has always all,
the
been the hardest part for me, majority of
but knowing when and how my time was
to end is almost as challeng- still spent
ing.
here.
When I start a story, I someSo even
times have a very hard time though I am
deciding how to kick it off. not moving,
Often, I finally choose to go it will feel
with the just-the-facts version like I am
and skip trying to be too cre- because
ative, mostly just so 1 can get even if I still By Hawkins
rolling.
come
to
Teague
'Once I get that part out of Murray freStaff Writer
the way, I usually can keep quently
moving forward without much whether to
trouble. But then how do I see friends or to attend the many
know when to cut it off'? If wonderful festivals and events
I'm covering a meeting, it's this community has to offer
usually not that hard to fig- — it will be an entirely difure out because once I've ferent experience not being here
included everything that hap- every day.
pened, it's obviously finished.
The time I have spent in
Of course, sometimes I choose this community has been a
to leave less important busi- period of massive change in
ness out of the story, but you my life. Since I began workget the idea.
ing at the paper on Sept. 10,
:these are the everyday anx- 2008, I have gotten married,
ieties that come with being a bought my first house and had
cOmmunity journalist.
a beautiful daughter. It has
I really didn't intend to get been very hard to say goodoverly precious with this col- bye, and I simply must trust
with and base it around a pos- that this career move is the
sibly pretentious analogy, but best for my family and me at
once I sat down to think about this time.
it and had a hard time decidI have met so many kind
ing how to start writing, it and caring people since startwas impossible not to notice ing this job, and to even attempt
how my current situation in to name a few of them would
lift mirrors my work habits. mean leaving dozens and
Basically, I tend to obsess over dozens of people out. I must,
things and have trouble let- however, acknowledge the
ting go, hence the difficulty organizations I have covered the
in. getting started and later fin- most and the dedicated employishing a task.
ees who have made writing
Please forgive the fact that about each of them something
I took way too long to get to I will miss dearly. I have covthe point. Again, it's that dif- ered the City of Murray under
ficulty in getting started — four mayors, including the
or, perhaps, simply delaying much-missed late Tom Rushthe pain of what I have to ing; Murray State University
say next.
under three presidents; the Mur,Today is my last day at the ray Police Department under
Murray Ledger & Times after two chiefs; the Murray Fire
seven years of covering this Department under two chiefs;
wonderful community. On the Calloway County Sheriff's
Monday, I will start a new Office under two sheriffs; the
job at the Mayfield Messen- Murray-Calloway
County
ger: As could be expected at Chamber of Commerce under
arty job, I am slightly nerv- two presidents; the Calloway
ous about getting started. But County Public Library under
mistily, I am anxious and sad two directors; and Playhouse
about ending my time in Mur- in the Park under an interim
ray and leaving the town I director and executive direchave considered to be-my home tor. The heads of each of these
for more than one-fifth:of my organizations and their staff
life.
have all played a role in mak• While it is true that I haven't ing my job of keeping the
actually resided in Murray for public informed easier.
almost four years, I never
Finally. I must say thank
stopped thinking of it as home. you to the Ledger & Times
After the beloved "Miss Jo" for giving me this terrific opporBurkeen retired as the Ledger's tunity to not only further my
community editor in 2010, my career but to become entrenched
wife, Sanci, applied for the in one of the most welcomposition and was hired. A year ing towns I can imagine.
after that, she was hired by
Now ... how to end'? There
Paducah's West Kentucky Com- is so much more I could say,
munity & Technical College, but no way I can say it all.
so it made sense for us to Seeing as how this is one of
filially choose to buy our first the last things I will write —
holise in Benton. But the Ledger at least for the foreseeable
— and Murray and Calloway future — for this paper, perCounty by extension — still haps I should not put so much
felt like family to both of us, pressure on myself. So, again,
and despite my daily 40-minute forgive me if this column seems
round-trip, I never really felt to end abruptly.
like I stopped living here. After
Goodbye and thank you.•
••••
KOpinions expressed on the Forum page do /not
:!Inecessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
•
'•11
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Loosening the gender girdle for all
After a day of too many
deadlines and not enough coffee. I was tempted to skip a
campus event intriguingly titled
"Loosening the Gender Girdle." In the end, however, the
promise of dessert lured me
to Murray State University's
Curris Center Ballroom to meet
Robyn Ochs, educator, speaker, and award-winning activist.
I was one of a diverse group
of eighty people who showed
up, and while I came for the
cookies,I have to admit I stayed
because of the compelling discussion about gender.
In her opening remarks, Ms.
Ochs zeroed in on the issue
right away, pointing out the
question most ultrasound technicians are asked first: Is it a
boy or a girl? After that, Ms.
Ochs declared, "There are
expectations, yet there is no
manual, there are no exact
rules."
The unwritten rules, however, are the ones that restrict
us. Pink is for girls, blue for
boys. Ruffles for females,
roughneck stuff for males.
"Tne rules become clearwhen someone breaks them."
Robyn paused and surveyed
the audience for a few seconds before asking,"How many
of you ever got 'the look'
when you broke one of the
rules?"
Raised hands and rueful
laughs suggested that this experience was shared by many.

She compared going against
gender stereotypes to the invisible fences used to confine
dogs to their own yards. They
look like every other dog in
the neighborhood until they
push against the boundary, and
then they get a shock for breaking the rules.
The first group exercise
Robyn
Ochs
facilitated
explored some unwritten rules.
She had the audience divide
itself into four smaller groups,
and then form two concentric
circles. After that, we worked
with a partner to exchange single word responses to a series
of prompts about gender. For
instance, we were asked to identify a typical toy for young
boys and then for young girls.
When it came to topics like
clothing, colors, and pastimes,
the responses fell into the usual
stereotypes. Boys are expected to play with footballs, to
get dirty, to fight, to holler
and run. Girls cuddle their dolls,
play nurse instead of astronaut, ask Santa for a play
stove.
— According to one MSU student who attended the talk,
the various personal stories
shared about gender boundaries were surprising. "Just in
this small grouping of people
of different backgrounds," she
said, "there were tales both
alike and different all about how
gender had basically shamed us.
Some people talked about how

their parents
were
so
embarrassed
for just trying to play
with a toy of
a different
gender, and
others about
wanting to
try
something different but being Main Street
shut down By Constance
Alexander
by
being
told that's Ledger & Times
not
what
Columnist
their
supposed
to
do."
Another student who hails
Humboldt, Tennessee, talked
about being praised by a parent when dressed up in a fancy
dress, but criticized for preferring gym shorts, sneakers,
and wearing a hat bill to the
back. "You look like a boy,
or a thug. Do you want to be
a boy?" the mother asked.
"Obviously that hurt because
it was comfortable, and identifying as a lesbian at the time,
that is how I liked to look,"
the daughter admitted.
Toward the end of the 90minute program, the microphone was passed around and
people were invited to read
from something called a Cisgender (or non-gender) Privilege Checklist. According to
#1 on that list, in a world

where gender is not defined
in rigid terms, this statement
would be true for all, straight
and otherwise:
"It is unlikely that I will
be ostracized by my family
and friends, fired from my job,
evicted from my home, given
substandard medical care, suffer violent or sexual abuse, be
ridiculed by the media, or
preached against by religious
organizations simply because of
my professed identity or perceived incongruent gendered
behaviors or characteristics."
That world is not yet fully
evolved, but the discussion
continues.
Robyn Ochs' presentation
at MSU was organized by the
university's LGBT Programming, and part of a regional
program series called "Diversity & Inclusion," sponsored
by West Kentucky Community and Technical College, and
including a range of events
and activities in Paducah and
Murray.
On Oct. 23-25, MSU hosts
"Come Together Kentucky," an
annual statewide conference for
LGBTQ equality. For more
information or to register go
to www.murraystate.edu/ctk.
Read Main Street online at
www.murravledgercom. Contact Ms. Alexander at constancealexander@twc.com.•
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Advising conferences

In a few weeks, students
will be lined up at my office
door for advising conferences.
They will seek out guidance,
and for better or worse, their
assigned college advisor is to
be their guide. It will be that
time of the semester when
Murray State students can preregister for classes for the
spring semester. Yes, we are
already thinking of the spring
semester! Before students are
allowed to register, they must
meet with an advisor to chart
out their courses.
We are in a quandary in
our Department of History
because Dr. Charlotte Beahan,
Murray State Distinguished
Professor and the director of
advising in our department,
has decided to retire after this
academic year. Who will take
her place in our department
and at the university? Who
will fill her shoes? Alas, there
is no one who can. We will
have to muddle along.
It is always a daunting task
to sit down with a student to
chart out courses, to chart out
a life. Some students know from
the first day they step foot on
our campus what they wish to
major in. Others will change
majors multiple times during
their undergraduate careers.
This is a crucial time in a
student's life, a time of seeking out one's life calling. And
here am I, trying to dish out
advice to young, impressionable young people. Here am
I. someone who is so often

in the dark, trying to help students see the light.
I suppose one of the most
frightening things to discover
in life is that one's mentors
are less than perfect, even
flawed individuals. Oh, the
horror of finding out that a
teacher or coach or minister
is, after all, human. We would
like to think that those we
have trusted to be our guides
are everything that we have
unreasonably built them up to
be. But then, when the years
have diminished that aura of
goodness or greatness, that
patina of invincibility, we come
to find out that even our most
trusted guides have struggled
with the vagaries and meanness of life just like everyone
else.
At the end of his tour of
England, and at the end of his
book, In Search of England,
H. V. Morton encountered near
Kenilworth, just northwest of
London, "on one of those hot
sleepy midsummer afternoons,
when the heat throws a haze
low over the meadows," the
ruins of Kenilworth Castle.
Upon his approach to "this
rambling, chocolate-red ruin"
Morton "met an elderly man
in a black coat who was saying goodbye to a crowd of
American trippers. He waved
his stick in the air and stamped
his feet on the ground, and
instead of smiling at his vehemence, they appeared to treat
him with considerable deference." Morton was to learn

that the old
man served
as the official guide
to the castle ruins,
and that he
deserved
his reputation as "the
best guide
in
Eng- Home
and
land."
Away
The old
By James
man colDuane Bolin
lected
another Ledger & Times
Columnist
group
of
tourists,
some of whom, "having no
proof as yet of his virtues,
laughed behind his back as he
waved his dramatic stick."
Soon, though, it became clear
that this tour would be one
like no other,for "this old man,"
according to Morton, had
"soaked himself in Kenilworth." "He lives Kenilworth,
he loves Kenilworth." At one
point, Morton wrote,"from the
mouth of this extraordinary
guide flowed a magnificent
oration. He built up the tattered walls of Kenilworth for
us, [and] he took us through
the Middle Ages. . . . There
was not a sound now from
his flock." He seemed to
embody the ruins; he seemed
"to our astonished eyes," Morton recalled, "to be the spirit
of the place."
According to Morton, "it
had been a remarkable tour

de force. He left us rather bewildered,rather like children when
the story had been told." For
in one brief hour's tour, the
guide had taught the group
"about the long pageant of history that is England, the evil
and the good that have marched
side by side down the centuries." "England!" he finally
cried out to the tourists. "You
now stand in the heart of England. Are you proud of her,
of your share in her? ... I
know that I am." What a performance! What a guide!
After the performance, Morton followed the guide back
to the gate. There he was,
already waving his stick at the
next group preparing to take
the tour. Morton complimented the elderly guide "on the
dramatic genius of his address."
"Ah," the old man said as he
peered out at Morton. And it
was only then that Morton saw
that the guide was partially
blind. "I am glad that you feel
like that. I was an actor once
... but" — and "here he pointed to his eyes" — "my career
ended before it began!" Morton then realized that "the best
guide in England" was all but
blind, and that it was his failing sight that allowed others
to see so well.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
Duane
at
jbolin@murraystate.edu.•
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Bobby J. Smith

Bobby E. Wilson,85,of Murray, Kentucky, died
Bobby J. Smith,80,of Murfreesboro,Tennessee,
at 5:41 a.m., Sunday, Sept. 20, 2015 at Murraydied Thursday, Sept. 17,2015 at his'home.
Calloway County Hospital.
He was a native of Kirksey. Kentucky and the son
He was born March 8, 1930;in Decatur, Illinois
of Kermit and Gracie Byerly Smith, who preceded
to Jonas and Ada Sullivan Wilson, who prectxled
him in death.
him in death.
He was a member of Southeast Baptist Church
He was a veteran of the U.S. Army and retired
and a veteran of the U.S. Army. He was a retired
Deputy Sheriff from the Macon County Sheriff.
salesperson with Imperial Foods of Smyrna,
Department in Decatur and Texas Instruments iRt
Tennessee. He graduated from Kirksey High
Houston,Texas.
School and attended Midd,)e Tennessee State
Mr. Wilson is survived by his wife, Sharon
Wilson
University in Murfreesboro.
Qualls Wilson of Murray; a daughter, Susan Hill
He was also preceded in death by his, wife,
and husband Gail of Seymour, Tennessee; a son,
Deanie Insel Smith, who died in2013.
li
. Bryan Wilson of Murray and two grandchildren,
Mr. Smith is survived by a son, Kent Smith and
Kristopher Hill and wife Tia of Peoria. Arizona
wife Karen of Jacksonville, Florida; a daughter,
and Breana Hill of Sedona, Arizona.
Vivian Thompson and husband Paul of Mt. Juliet,
No public services are scheduled.
Tennessee; stepsons, Bobby Bragg and wife Glynis
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfu-'
of Murfreesboro and Walter David Bragg and wife
neralhome.corn.
Brenda of Wendell, North Carolina; a brother, Larry Smith of
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrange- Crittenden: a sister, Lillie Brooks of Texas; 14 grandchildren and 11
ments
,great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 11 am., Saturday, Sept., 26, 2015 at
Billy Joe Harding
Woodfin Memorial Chapel with Rev. WD.Thomason and Rev. Joe
Billy Joe Harding, 80, of Puryear, Tennessee, Vinson officiating. Burial will follow in Evergreen Cemetery with
died Saturday, Sept. 19, 2015, in Murray, military h
. Visitation will be from 4-7 p.m., Friday, Sept. 25,
Kentucky.
2015 at W fin Memorial Chapel.
He was born Feb. 17, 1935 to Utley Harding and
Online condolences may be left at www.woodfinchapel.com.
Ethel Simpson Harding.
Woodfin Funeral Chapels, Murfreesboro, Tennessee, is in charge
He married Ethie Beatrice Harding on Sept. 8, of arrangements.
1970 and she died May 17, 2008. He retired from
Holley Carburetor. He was a veteran of the U.S. Mary Etta Crouse
Air Force and a member of Bell City Baptist
Mary Etta Crouse, 74, of Murray, Kentucky, died Tuesday, Sept.
Church, Farmington.
22, 2015 at her daughters home after an extended illness.
He was preceded in death by his parents; a stepShe was born in Marshall County, Kentucky on April 13, 1941 to
Harding
son, Larry Austin Paschall; and brothers Albert Ernest Taylor Freeman and Flora Henson Freeman.
Franklin Harding, James Boyd Harding, Hugh
She retired from Mattel in Murray.
1
. Harding and Robert Glen Harding.
She was preceded in death by her parents; two stepmothers,
Mr. Harding is survived by a daughter, Kathy Lareva Henson Freeman and Betty Dowdy Freeman; one brother,
Harding Ligon and husband George of Murray; Edwin Freeman; and one stepsister, Sue Byassee.
two stepdaughters,.Lisha Carol Paschall and
Ms. Crouse is survived by one daughter, Melissa Shipman and
Patricia Ann Wilkerson, both of Jackson, husband Paul of Murray; two sons, Donnie Crouse of Fruitland
Tennessee: a grandchild, Kaylee Grace Wilson and husband Dustin; Park, Florida and Randy Crouse of Murray; half-sister, Irene Loe of
one great-grandchild; stepgrandchildren, Misty Paschall, Justin Dexter; two half-brothers, Milton Freeman of Murray and Gerald
Wilkerson, Jamie Paschall and Christopher Wilkerson and four Freeman of Benton; and three grandchildren, Brandon Underhill,
stepgreat-grandchildren.
Tia Crouse and Micah Crouse all of Murray.
Graveside services were Tuesday. Sept. 22,2015 at 11 a.m. at Oak
A graveside service will be Friday, Sept. 25, 2015 at 1:30 p.m. at
Grove Cemetery with Brett Miles officiating. Visitation was Murray Memorial Gardens with Rev. Tim Palmer officiating. Burial
Monday. Sept. 21,2015 from 5-8 p.m. at Ridgeway Funeral Home, will follow. Visitation will be Friday, Sept. 25, 2015 from 11 a.m.
Paris, Tennessee.
until 1 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Memorial contributions may be made to Murray-Calloway
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralCounty Hospital Hospice, 803 Poplar Street, Murray, KY 42071.
home.com.
Ridgeway Funeral Home. Paris, Tennessee, was in charge of
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
arrangements.
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Murray schools will observe
state High Attendance Day ,
Special to the Ledger
••
Murray Independent School District will be supporting KentuckA,
statewide "High Attendance Day," Thursday at each of their respeo.,;
tive schools(Murray Elementary, Murray Middle and Murray High)„.
'
This year's annual state-wide High Attendance Day, Thurschign;
Sept. 24. has been slated with an array of incentives and aktivitiersia2
through-out the Murray Independent School District.
4; Plans are being made at Murray Elementary, Murray Middle and Murray High school in of the High Attendance Day sponsored by
Kentucky Directors of Pupil Personnel. Each MISD respective
school will offer competition and incentives to reward students for',
their attendance. Each year the state provides Kentucky school withi),
a date that is deemed Statewide High Attendance Day. All schools in' t.
Kentucky are in competition with each other to have the greatest per-e-.,
centage of students present that day. On High Attendance Day eltr—'
mentary, middle, or high schools may compete in small school or"'
large school categories. Awards will be determined statewide based:,
on each individual school's performance, regardless of its district'i
performance. The school in each category with the highest percent-'1.
age attendance for that day will be awarded $500.
Named a regional winner in 2014 and 2009, Murray Middle",
School was also named the 2012 state and regional high attendarke.
recipient. Teresa Butler, MMS attendance clerk, said the stellar tOi ;
scores achieved by MMS students is complimented by their state-" J
wide high attendance. Butler said MMS promotes attendance eacl:Ji .
and every day, while preparing students for the real world whep. )
entering college, military', technical school or the work force„
"Students cannot gain academic knowledge if they are not in aneti-;,:
dance; it is so important for students to be at school every'
Students can pick up homework that they missed, but they cannok,
replace the amount of learning inside the classroom."
.
Plans are in place to promote this year's MMS " Murray Tigers'',
Warrior," theme. An array of prizes from community businesses wilt L
be given out to students to promote high attendance. Murray ,
Elementary School will sponsor HAT Day - High Attendance Tiger,
Day. MES students may wear hats and will get to clip up when they.,
come to school on time. While it is also Tiger Pride Day, Students.'
are asked to It is also Tiger Pride Day, students are asked to weaiblack and gold. "Attendance is extremely important each and every
day, and every minute," Denise Whitaker, MES principal said. "We
are glad our state assists in motivating our students to have perfect'
attendance."
Jane Ann Turner, Murray High School The Den Youth Service'
Center director, said a free cappuccino bar will be set up in the lunch
room from 7:30- 8 am. to encourage early arrival and preparedness''
for school. A bagel topping bar will also be available for those who,
purchase a bagel in the cafeteria.
Teresa Speed, MHS principal said every day is considered high .
attendance day. "However, we are excited about rewarding our still',
dents for all their efforts to be at school every day," she said.
Schools throughout Kentucky will compete for the highest average
student attendance Thursday. The categories of competitions will:,
include elementary, middle and high schools. Winning schools will,
be announced at the KenttiCky Directors of Pupil Personnel.
Conference. Awards will be determined statewide hasPd on each indi-:,
vidual school's performance, regardless of district.
Murray Independent School District students are urged to honor."
High Attendance Day Thursday, Sept. 24. The event is meant try,
encourage and stress the importance of school attendance
Attendance is directly correlated with the students' opportunity to
succeed, and this event is meant to foster positive attitudes about the'..
importance of school.
Regular attendance is essential for success in school. By attending:"
class regularly, a student is more likely to keep up with the daily lest'
sons and assignments, and achieve academic performance benclii"
marks on time. Research reflects that a child's attendance record hi''
one of the strongest single predictors of their academic succesit
School attendance is a both a parent and student responsibilitKParents can help by instilling the habit of attending school every
at an early age and by staying interested in what their child is doir%,.
in school from day one all the way through graduation. Parenti,
should stay involved by monitoring their child's progress and gradesti,
contacting teachers with questions or concerns, and attending scho(?).,
functions and meetings.
For older students, being in school every day gives them a chance
to learn more about college and other post-secondary opportunities.
and to perform to their highest potential on important exams the,
need to build a successful academic record.•
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RAW POWER: An

excavator from R&M Trucking & Excavation in Almo tears into a house on North

13th

Street last week.

Investments Since 1854

The house was abandoned.

Judge denies Peabody Energy's
request to strike protest song
CHEYENNE,Wyo.(AP) — A federal judge in Wyoming says its
tough luck that the world's largest private coal company doesn't dig
a 1970s-era protest song.
U.S. Magistrate Kelly Rankin rejected a request by Peabody
Energy Corp. to strike lyrics from singer-songwriter John Prine's
"Paradise" from a federal lawsuit against the company.
Prine's 1971 song criticized Peabody's mining activities in
Kentucky.
Rankin denied Peabody's request last week.
Environmental activists Thomas Asprey and Leslie Glustrom of
Boulder, Colorado claim in their lawsuit that the company violated
their civil rights by having them arrested outside a 2013 shareholders meeting in Gillette. The company denies their claims.
Cheyenne lawyer Bruce Salzburg represents Peabody. He
declined comment on Tuesday. III
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Rifle clinic to be held
Project Appleseeil will be conducting a rifle
clinic on Saturdayland Sunday, Sept. 26 and 27,
at the Henry County Gun Club near Puryear,
Tennessee. The fee for adults is $60 and $20 for
youth under 18. For further information and registration, go to www.appleseedinfo.org or call
270-753-7104.

Darnall reunion planned
The Darnall Family Reunion will be Saturday,
Sept. 26, from 11 a.m. until 3 p.m. at the
Schoolhouse Pavilion in the Murray-Calloway'
County Central Park. There will be a potluck
lunch at noon. For more information or questions, call Karen Crick at 270-489-2496.

LGHS Class of 1960 to hold reunion

The Lynn Grove High School Class of 1960 will have its 55-year
reunion dinner Friday,Sept. 25, at 6 p.m. at Tom's Grille. For questions or information, contact Janace Sims at 270-753-5093.

Bornlearning Academy scheduled
Photo provided
MURRAY MUSIC TEACHERS ASSOC.: Local piano teachers who are members of the Murray Music Teachers Association
are pictured, from left, Dr. Matthew Gianforte, Deborah Hereford, Margaret Wilkins, Angie Thome and Janet Finch. They
recently met to plan the 2015-16 schedule for student musical events and activities. Any piano teacher interested in joining
the association may call 270-753-1866 for more information.

United Way Bornlearning Academy will be held Thursday, Sept.
24, from 5:30-7 p.m. in the Murray Elementary School Library.
Come and learn how you can turn every day moments into teaching
moments. This program is for parents of children prenatal to 5
years-of-age. Free childcare will be available and dinner will be
served. To reserve your spot. contact Morgan Carman, FRYSC
director, at 270-759-9592.

Volunteers needed for clean-up in LBL

Wondering how to wear the vintage
styk flare jeans and pants'
Vintage preppy wear a slim-fitting
sweater and let the hem length skim your
heel (or looter looking legs.
Try a leather jacket with one of your
favorite tee-shuts. You can also pair flare
with a unique sax of layers on top of a
long white shut under a jacket or sweater
with a statement piece of jewelry
Fall's sweet swagger feels the test of
the 703. Earth to electric prints and flares
- go from bead to toe
Fur trims, ponchos. capes, fur vests
and fringe on anything keeps the vibe
going this season fkin't save sequins for
special occasion!
Warn with denim or knits, these •
shimmy pieces are perfect lot everyday.
We love the animal prints trim on
handbags, tops, shoes and on ow vests
and capes. The animal print collars are
awesome on capes for fall.
Statement jewelry is a must for topping
off your outfit. Fringy necklaces, beaded
bracelets,large jewels on collar necklaces
are popular layering all these fun pieces
together makes a unique individual style.
New jeans from Multiples (slimsation) have arrived as well as NYD1.
New Nic and Zoe has arrived in falls
wonderful colors
Congratulations to Jackie Parsons who
won our giveaway this week. Like and
share us on Facebook or register w the
.tore
Stay tuned to next iveek's fun and
fashion report...
VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE
LADIES
CLOTHING 20)4

The Sorortiong For E...none Store305 Sail 12Ih • Mussy, KY • 7%7441
www.dk ke IIsy.com

Volunteers are needed for a trail clean-up on Saturday, Sept. 26,
from 9 a.m. until 12:30 p.m., at Wrangler's Campground in Land
Between the Lakes National Recreation Area in celebration of
National Public Lands Day. Call 270-924-2007, email
volunteer@friendsoflbl.org or sign up at Wrangler's Campground.
Volunteers will need to bring their own water and snacks. Bug
spray, garbage bags, lunch and additional water will be provided by
Friends of Land Between the Lakes. Volunteers may bring horses,
mules and wagons, although they are not required. The Homeplace
1850s Farm admission fee will be free in honor of National Public
Lands Day.

Line dance class to resume in October
There will be no line dance class on Wednesday,Sept. 23 and 30.
Class will resume on Wednesday, Oct. 6 from 5:30-7 p.m. at the
American Legion Hall, 310 Bee Creek Dr., off of North Fourth
Street. Call Donna at 731-445-0080 and leave name and number to
sign-up, email at cherokee38242@yahoo.com or show up for the
class. Class fee is $5 per week.

MWC general meeting scheduled
The Murray Woman's Club will hold a general meeting and salad
supper on Thursday,Sept. 24,at 6 p.m. Mayuree Chataivatee will
present a program on "From Thailand to Murray." Hostesses for the
salad supper will be the Sigma and Zeta departments.
Photo provided
MCC SENIOR CMZENS: Pictured are members of the yoga class at the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens Center. Yoga class is held Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 8:30
a.m. for seniors 60 and over.

Magazine Club to meet Thursday
The Murray Magazine Club will meet Thursday, Sept. 24, at 2
p.m. at Dumplins. The book-to-movie selection for September is
"Wild" by Cheryl Strayed.

Briggs & Stratton to sponsor Poker Run

Purchase area Walk to End
Alzheimer's to be in Paducah
Special to the Ledger
You have seen the inspiring
shirts and bumper stickers that
read, "I Survived Breast
Cancer," or "Heart Disease
Survivor," but you will never
see one that says "I Survived
Alzheimer's Disease."
Alzheimer's Disease is the
sixth leading cause of death
from which there is no cure, no
treatment and no way of slowing
down its progression. It is a terminal disease which is called the

caregivers say that they were
"Long Goodbye."
The monetary price tag for the provided with a diagnosis. In
care of Americans with contrast, more than 90 percent
Alzheimer's will total $226 bil- of those with the four most comlion in 2015 alone. Today, one mon types of cancer say they
out of every $5 spent by were clearly informed of what
Medicare and Medicaid goes to they had. There are currently
Alzheimer's treatment. Of the 68,000 Kentuckians living with
10 major diseases that strike Alzheimer's, with over 269,000
Americans, Alzheimer's will caregivers.
The Purchase Area Walk to
affect the largest number and yet
receives the least amount of End Alzheimer's is Saturday,
funding with Alzheimer's dis- Oct. 17, at the Carson Center,
ease being the most expensive to Paducah. Registration begins at
9 a.m. and the walk will start at
treat.
Receiving a clear Alzheimer's 10 a.m.
For more information on how
diagnosis is a challenge in itself.
Currently, only 45 percent of to get involved go to
people with Alzheimer's or their www.ALZ.org,/walk.•

Briggs & Stratton Relay for Life team will sponsor a Life Poker
Run on Saturday, Sept. 26. Registration is at 9:30 a.m. with bikes
out at 10 am. at the Briggs & Stratton parking lot. Cost is $10 per
rider with door prizes and food available. All proceeds will go to
the ACS Relay for Life. For more information, call Georgia
Paschall at 270-767-3824.

MES Efficiency Committee will meet
Murray Elementary School will hold an Efficiency Committee
meeting on Thursday, Sept. 24, at 3 p.m. at the school. All interested are encouraged to attend.

Goshen UMC to open food pantry
Goshen United Methodist Church,4726 State Route 121 North,
Stella, will open their food/products pantry on Friday, Sept. 25 and
Saturday, Sept. 26,from 10 a.m. until noon.

Compassionate Friends to meet
The Compassionate Friends support group will meet Thursday.
Sept. 24, at 7 p.m. in PDR 1 outside the cafeteria entrance at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This support group meets for
the encouragement of bereaved parents who have lost children as a
result of accident, illness or tragedy, regardless of their child's age.
For more information, call Hilda Bennett at 270-498-8324 or
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 270-762-1274.

Fall Concert to be presented at MSU
The Music Department at Murray State University will present a
Fall Fanfare Concert during Family Weekend activities on
Saturday,Sept. 26 at 2 p.m.in Loven Auditorium. Admission is $10
for students and adults and children 3 and under is free. For more
information, contact Emily Rearden at Erearden@murraystate.edu.

American Legion Post 73 will meet
American Legion Post #73 will meet Thursday.Sept. 24,at 7 p.m.
at the Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek. Food will be served at
6:30 p.m. and the monthly business meeting will start at 7 p.m. All
veterans are invited to attend. For questions, call Post Commander
Mike Nutter at 270-293-3642.

Trade days to be held at Chestnut Park

• Bible Study — 9:00 a.m.
• Morning Worship — 10:00 a.m.
•Fellowship Meal — 11:15 a.m.
• Evening Service — 1:00 p.m.

The Murray-Calloway County Park will host "Olde Thyme
Thursday Trade Days" every Thursday. Vendors are invited to set
up booths at Chestnut Park. Please' note the change in location.
Setup and placement is on a first come basis. Hours are from 7 a.m.
to 1 p.m. No trading, buying, selling or giving away of firearms or
live animals. For more information call the park office a 270-7620325.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
The New Concord Cemetery is in need of tax-deductible donations to help with the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to
Mac Coleman, 296 Buchanan Lane, New Concord, KY 42076.

Soup for the Soul serves free dinner
1 21 Ark..,eau Or.• No\ Concord.k 1 -0, -6
2711 436-5635
ft /Arrow: Is n Lu pin

84 Utterback Rd.• Murray KY
1270)750 8700
www.backorywoodsal.com

Soup for the Soul Community Kitchen serves free dinner each
night Monday - Friday, from 4-6 p.m., at 411 Maple Street, downtown Murray. Donations are always accepted. For more information, contact Debbie Smith at 270-293-3548.
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FORT HEIMAN GROUP WELCOMES WALLACE PAIR: George Wallace and his daugh-

ter Robin presented their Civil war artifacts at Fort Heiman August meeting. His collection
included Period rifles shotguns rifle bullets, cannon rounds, Confederate swords and confederate money.

Father of slain trooper asks
lawmakers for car upgrades
By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The father of a Kentucky
State trooper killed last week when a bullet pierced his
patrol car has urged lawmakers to upgrade the state's fleet
with bullet-resistant materials.
Cameron Ponder was shot and killed while driving his
patrol car last week following a high-speed chase in western
Kentucky. Ponder had stopped a driver with a suspended
license and was trying to arrange a hotel room for him when
the driver took off. Ponder chased after him at speeds of up
to 115 miles per hour before the driver, Joseph JohnsonShanks, stopped abruptly arid fired at Ponders patrol car.
Johnson-Shanks was later shot and killed by police after
officials said he pointed a gun at another state trooper and
ignored orders to lower the weapon. Kentucky State Police
Commissioner Rodney Brewer said the bullet that killed
Ponder hit the side panel of his bulletproof vest, calling it a
"one in 10,000 shot."
'A bulletproof windshield would have saved my son's
life,' Ponder told reporters during a news conference at the
state Capitol Annex.
Materials for protecting police cars and other security
vehicles range from impenetrable glass to a bullet-resistant
coating to cover windows that can slow down or deflect a
bullet. State officials said Tuesday that they likely could not
afford to make 600 Kentucky State Police patrol cars bulletproof. But they most likely could afford to coat the windows
with bullet-resistant materials.
Democratic House Speaker Greg Stumbo has asked
Brewer to study the issue and make some recommendations
to lawmakers before the start of the legislative session in
January. Sturnbe said coating from on manufacturer that
would protect against 9 mm ammunition - the kind of bullet
that killed Ponder - would cost about $5,000 per car. With
600 state patrol cars, that could cost as much as $3 million.
'If we can move forward and protect our officers in the

field in the future then the life that was given in the Ithe of
duty would not have been done so in vain," said Stumbo,
adding he would like to find a way to offer the materials to
other local law enforcement agencies as well.
Dennis Kenney, a professor at the John Jay College of
Criminal Justice,said most law enforcement agencies do not
use bullet-resistant materials such as window coatings
because it is expensive and because they 'apparently don't
work too well for bullets and bombs."
He said even bulletproof glass would leave the rest of the
car s-ulnerable because "most bullets today can easily penetrate a car door."
"So unless they are going to armor up their cars — which
would suggest an entirely different set of problems and concerns — this is a problem they are likely to have to live
with," he said.
Brewer, the Kentucky State Police commissioner, cautioned against making a quick judgment based on Pondees
death. He said a preliminary review of the incident showed
Ponder did not do anything contrary to his training, adding
that some dangerous scenarios are impossible to predict.
Brewer said he did not know if a bullet-resistant coating on
Pondees windshield would have saved him.
"Could we make every cruiser on the road impenetrable?
Probably, but obviously the costs associated with that are
not very realistic, even during these tragic times," he said.
"What we're going to focus on are these types of laminates
that can be applied to our existing cars."
Even bullet-resistant windows have downsides, he said,
because they could prevent an officer from returning fire
from inside a patrol car. Brewer said state troopers have
been forced to shoot through their windshields twice in
recent years.
Joe Ponder said he plans to lobby legiilators during the
upcoming session and 'follow this road as far as it will
lead."
"My son is behind me all the way," he said.•

During the flight, Francis
defended himself against conservative criticism that his condemnation of trickle-down economics makes him a communist.
"I am certain that I have
never said anything beyond
what is in the social doctrine of
the church," he said. He said
some may have misinterpreted
his writings in a way that makes
him sound "a little bit more leftleaning," but he said that's
wrong.
Joking about doubts in some
quarters over whether he is truly
Catholic, he said, "If I have to
recite the Creed. Pm ready.'
Francis is the fourth pope
ever to visit the United States.
Francis' enormous popularity, propensity for wading into
crowds and insistence on using
an open-sided Jeep rather than a
bulletproof popemobile have
complicated things for US. law
enforcement, which has mounted one of the biggest security
operations in American history
to keep him safe.
The measures are unprecedented for a papal trip and could

make it nearly unpossibie for
many ordinary Americans to get
anywhere close to Francis.
For all the attention likely to
be paid to Francis' speeches,
including the first address from
a pope to Congress, his more
personal gestures — visiting
with immigrants, prisoners and
the homeless — could yield
some of the most memorable
images of the trip.
'What the pope does in the
United States will be more
important than what he says,'
said Mat Schmalz, a religious
studies professor at Holy Cross
college
Worcester,
in
Massachusetts. 'There are a lot
of things he will say about capitalism and about wealth
inequality, but many Americans
and politicians have already
made up their minds on these
issues. What 1 would look for is
a particular gesture, an unscripted act. that will move people."
In Cuba, Francis basked in
the adulation of Cubans grateful
to him for brokering the reestablishment of diplomatic
relations between the U.S. and
the communist island.
On the plane, though, he told
reporters he will not use his
speech to Congress to call
specifically for the U.S. to lift
the Cold War-era trade embargo

against Cuba.
He arrives at a moment of
bitter infighting across the
country over gay rights, immigration, abortion and race relations — issues that are always
simmering in the U.S. but have
boiled over in the heat of a presidential campaign.
Capitol Hill is consumed by
disputes over abortion and federal funding for Planned
Parenthood after hidden-camera
videos showed its officials talking about the organization's
practice of sending tissue from
aborted fetuses to medical
researchers. While Francis has
statundily upheld church teaching against abortion, he has
recently allowed ordinary
priests, and not just bishops, to
absolve women of the sin.
Francis' visit comes three
months after the US. Supreme
Court legalized gay marriage,
putting U.S. bishops on the
defensive and sharply dividing
Americans over how much they
should accommodate religious
objectors. The pope has strongly upheld church teaching
against same-sex marriage but
adopted a welcoming tone
toward gays themselves,saying,
"Who am I to judge?" when
asked about a supposedly gay
priest.

IT'S THAT TIME OF YEAR AGAIN!
Dear Loyal Readers:
Please take a few minutes and let us know what you think.
It's important to us to continue to improve your newspaper.
Thank you for your time and loyalty,

Mike Davis, Publisher
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Wednesday, September 23
FREE Large Beverage with the purchase of any
Most Popular Menu Item or Zalad.

Thursday, September 24
FREE Cookie with any purchase.
Si

Friday, September 25

1.

FREE Nibbler coupon with any adult meal purchase.

GET ENTERED INTO A DRAWING FOR A FREE 1 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION*

Saturday, September 26

'The survey must be fully completed for your name to be entered.
No purchase necessary. Forms can be picked-up at our front desk
No entries received past Sept.30th will be entered into the drawing.

111.FIRST SO guests to purchase on adult meal will receive a Zaxby's Fanatic Pock t
vniii 52 FREE Deolz —1 each week for a year.* ALL guests will !waive FREE coke
and o coupon for a FREE Zappetiaeit, from 10:30 a.m. to 8 p.m., with the
I,. purchase do Most Popular Menu Item, Sandwich Basket or Zalcicl.
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Endowment Golf Classic raises
almost $27,000 for Anna Mae
Owen Residential Hospice House

Photo Provided

Pictured is Keith Travis, vice president of development, left with Tim Thurmond, first-place HERITAGE BANK team shown in the fifth
annual Murray Calloway Endowment for Healthcare Golf Classic.

Special to the Ledger
Nearly 150 golfers and around 40 sponsors helped raise
close to $27,000 for the upcoming Anna Mae Owen
Residential Hospice House at the fifth annual Murray
Calloway Endowment for Healthcare Golf Classic Friday,
September 4,2015 at Murray Country Club.
The tournament, sponsored by David Taylor Chrysler,
had teams playing in a scramble format, teeing off at either
a morning or afternoon session. At the end of the day, it was
the HERITAGE BANK team of Jimmy Hicks,Scott Foster,
Jason Howell, and Tim Thurmond who took home the top
prize award of $500.
Other cash prize winners included: fifth place, Boyd
Darnall Team Sherri Boyd, David Boyd, Ted Darnall, I
Carolyn Darnall); tenth place, Boone Pickens team :
(Howard Boone, Rhonda Boone, Jim Pickens, and Terri ;
Pickens), and 15th place, Team Capps team (Hal Capps,
Bill Whitaker, Harold Doran, Mark Blankenship.
"We are thrilled with the growth of the tournament during I
the past 5 years and those who have been supporters. We
anticipate it serving as a source of philanthropic revenue for ,
the hospital in the future!" said Keith Travis, vice president
of development at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The Anna Mae Owen Residential Hospice House is under
constructions and was fully funded through donations 1
secured by the Murray Calloway Endowment for •
Healthcare. Once complete, the Hospice House will be an'
acute care, inpatient facility that is specifically designed to'
address the requirements and requests of patients facing
end-of-life scenarios. Healthcare professionals will provide
pain management, symptom control and medical procedures in a safe, home-like setting where families and,
friends are encouraged to visit.
The golf tournament will be held again dext year, with a
ten tive date of Friday,September 2,2016. For more information on the Endowment or to make a donation, call (270)
762-1908 or visit www.MCCHEndowment.org.
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Youssef arrives
as nephrologist
at Medical Arts
Special to the Ledger
Dr. Jacques Youssef, Nephrologist, has
begun providing services on a full time
basis in the Medical Arts
Building.
Dr. Jacques Youssef
graduated
from
University Saint Joseph
and completed his residency at Staten Island
University Hospital in
New York. Dr. Youssef is
Board Certified and
completed a fellowship
in both Nephrology and
Renal Transplant at State University of
New York in Brooklyn. He is a member
of the American Society of Nephrology.
Specializing in the field of Nephrology
& Hypertension. Dr. Youssef is prepared
to treat kidney disease, hypertension, kidney stones, electrolyte disorders such as
sodium & potassium abnormalities and
renal replacement therapies (dialysis and
kidney transplantation).
Dr. Youssef will be seeing patients in
the MCCH Medical Arts Building at 300
S. Eighth Street in Suite 182West. For
more information contact the Marketing
Department at 270-762-1381.•

Photo provided by Vanderbilt University Medical Center

An Airbus Helicopter H-135 run by Vanderbilt
LifeFlight is shown in flight above downtown
Nashville, Tennessee during a recent flight.
Vandy LifeFlight has established a new helicopter base just west of Paris, Tennessee at the
Henry County Airport that will allow its crew to
quickly fly to emergency scenes throughout
northwest Tennessee and southwest Kentucky.

\Tandy LifeFlight opens base near Paris
Special to the Ledger
Vanderbilt LifeFlight has expanded
its footprint into West Tennessee by
adding an emergency helicopter base
at the Henry County Airport.
The base began 24/7 operations on
Aug. 27. Lee McMurray, BSN, RN,
CEN, CFRN, CCRN, NR/CCParamedic/FP-C, has been named
chief flight nurse for the base.
Henry County Medical Center
(HCMC) CEO Thomas Gee said he
and his team at HCMC were very
excited to have Vanderbilt LifeFlight
in the county.
"We are excited to welcome
Vanderbilt Lifeflight to Paris," Gee
said. "Lifeflight has a long history of
service to Henry County Medical
Center and our community, and having them located within the county
will only enhance the ability of our

citizens to access timely and quality Southwest Kentucky and their deci- well as numerous other community
health care services."
sion to be a part of our medical com- leaders," Russ said."The groundswell
The helicopter has a four minute munity will only serve to strengthen of support has been very encouraging
flight from the Henry County Airport our commitment to delivery of health as N'anderbilt LifeFlight makes its first
to HCMC.
care services."
expansion into West Tennessee."
Henry County Mayor Brent Greer
Stephan Russ, MD., associate proThe aircraft is a twin engine Airbus
said the new base would strengthen fessor of Emergency Medicine at Helicopter
H-I35 that can fly at
the delivery of health care services in Vanderbilt University Medical Center
speeds faster than 150 mph and has
the area.
(VUMC) and associate chief of staff
about a 35 minute flight time to
"On behalf of the Henry County for Vanderbilt University Hospital,
Nashville area hospitals from Henry
Commission and the citizens of Henry praised the support received from
County. Additionally it is the only airCounty, I would like to express my Henry County officials in establishing
craft in the Henry County area that
appreciation and welcome to the new base.
Vanderbilt Lifeflight on their decision
"We appreciate the help and guid- provides 360-degree access to the
to open a new base at the Henry ance received from Henry County patient and has the ability to fly under
County Airport," he said. "This deci- Medical Center Chief Executive instrument flight rules (IFR). The airsion will greatly enhance the delivery Officer Thomas Gee, Henry County craft is also equipped with air condiof emergency medical ambulance Medical Center Board of Trust, Henry tioning, state-of-the-art navigation, a
service to our entire medical commu- County Mayor Brent Greer, Henry communications and avionics packnity. Henry County Medical Center is County Airport Manager Don age that includes night vision goggles,
an important regional medical center Davenport, Henry County Medical and a terrain avoidance warning sysortbwest Tennessee and Center EMS Director Twilla Rose, as tem.•
for

MCCH Hospice
hosts training
this Thursday
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital's Hospice Department
will host a training program for
anyone interested in learning
more about Hospice, Palliative
care, and end-of-life issues or
wanting to become a Hospice
volunteer.
The training program will take
place on Thursday. September
24 from 8 a.m. — 4 p.m. at
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital in the Private Dining
Room located on the first floor
of the North Tower next to the
Cafeteria.
The program will focus on
awareness of the Hospice concept, what it takes to qualify for
Hospice care; common diagnosis cared for in Hospice, and
how to become a Hospice volunteer.
For more information about
this training program, call
MCCH Hospice at 270-7673670.
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital is a 152-licensed bed
medical center located at 803
Poplar Street in Murray.
Kentucky. The hospital has
been serving the medical and
health care needs of the Western
Kentucky area for over 100
years. Murray Hospital specializes in such major areas as
women's services, surgery, cancer, orthopedics, neurology, psychiatric services, emergency
services and more. MurrayCalloway County Hospital is
Joint
accredited
the
by
the
Commission
on
Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations, the nation's oldest and largest hospital accreditation agency.•

HERE TOGETHER) FOR YOU.
LORETA GARRETSON, M.D. JOINS MURRAY GALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL.
AS OUR NEWEST ONCOLOGIST/HEMATOLOGIST
man n; high (wkly. Lompassionnte Gale is essential Ifs building the health of a community and was what OM MP
to Murray Galloway Gutsily Hospital Facing a blood disorder or cancer diagnosis is cli:illenning. butt lou .uiuuuisitletf to
working with my patients to oidline and catty old the very best treatment plan. Ern looking tot V./aril hi helpout our
continimity live healthier live:, Or. Gan elson's office is located in Suite 403F of the Medical AI Is Budding.
To schedule an appointment or for MOW information, call (27M 762 1597.
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MEN'S GOLF

Murray State claims MSU Invitational by 16 shots
By DAVE WINDER
MSU Sports Information
A final-round charge turned a
six-shot lead into a convincing
16-shot victory as the Murray
State men's golf team won the
12th annual MSU Invitational on
Tuesday at Miller Memorial
Golf Course.
The victory for Coach Eddie
Hunt was the Racers' first since
2011 and their ninth of the 12
times the MSU Invitational has
been played.
"Well, we're glad to get back
in the winner's column," Hunt
said. "I thought this team had a
chance to win this tournament
because we've been playing
really well. We've got four seniors who have great leadership.
Our goal is to win the OVC,but

I think this team can win some
tournaments this season."
The Racers carded a final
round 281 (3-under-par) after a
first-round 285 and a secondround 287. MSU's total 853 easily won its home event over second-place Tennessee Tech at
869. Defending champion
Alabama State placed third at
870.
Leading the way for the
Racers was Brock Simmons who
carded scores of 70-71-69 for a
(3-under-par).
total
210
However, it wasn't enough to
win medalist outright as
Alabama State's Branson Ferrier
tied him and forced a playoff.
The pair started the sudden death
playoff at the par-4 No. I hole.
Ferrier made par to win after
Simmons made bogey.

"I told Brock as far as I'm McCormick placed 16th with
concerned you won the tourna- scores of 77-71-72-220, while
ment," Hunt said. "Brock has Daniel Taylor placed 20th with
worked very hard and I think rounds of 75-75-73-223. Nick
he's going to have a lot of these Choate had scores of 72-78-74 —
tournaments where he's going to 224, while Lance Davis finished
33rd after scores of 74-76-77 —
be in the running."
Murray State had three play- 227.
The rest of the field included
ers in the top five, including
Preston French and Matthew fourth-place Wright State (877)
Zakutney. French's 66 in the and fifth-place Tennessee State
final round was the low round of (902). Western Illinois (905),
the event. His scores of 72-75- Missouri Baptist (909) and
66-213 were good for third Eastern Illinois (932) finished
place. Zakutney posted scores of out the eight-team field.
Miller Memorial Golf Course
69-73-74-216 for a spot in
fourth place. Jared Gosser placed played to a par-71 and 6,601
seventh with scores of 76-69- yards.
The Racers' next challenge is
72-217, while freshman Gabe
Wheeler had a spot in 23rd place the Derek Dolenk Invitational
(Sept. 28-29) at Gateway
after scores of 74-74-76-224.
MSU had four individuals in National Golf Links in Madison,
the field of 61 players. Duncan Ill. MI

The Associated Press

Trainer's Room
Reds: C Brayan Pena started
for the first time since injuring
his right hamstring Sept. 8. He
singled twice in three at-bats
before being lifted for a pinch
runner.
Cardinals: C Yadier Molina
said he plans to return before the
end of the regular season despite
a thumb injury. Molina was
relieved to hear he would not
need surgery after sustaining a
slight tear in his left thumb ligament Sunday. "Five, seven, 10
days, whatever it is, but no surgery," he said. "That was good
news."

A43)Me

c,aliowa

Mee
4

Murray

NBCSN
Richin
ESN
FSM. Ci

•
DAVE WINDER / MSU Sports intormation
The Murray State men's golf team poses for a photo after winning the 2015 MSU Invitational on Tuesday at Miller Memorial
Golf Course. The Racers include (from left) Matthew
Zakutney, Preston French Brock Simmons, coach Eddie
Hicks, Jared Glosser and Gabe Wheeler.

Lady Tigers
avoid upset

Lackey, Pham
lead Cards
over Reds

,

fiat

GIRLS SOCCER
MURRAY HIGH 1, GALLOWAY COUNTY 0, OT

MLB: ST. LOUIS 3,
CINCINNATI 1

ST. LOUIS — John Lackey
pitched seven strong innings,
rookie Tommy Pham continued
his productive hitting and the St.
Louis Cardinals beat the
Cincinnati Reds 3-1 Tuesday
night.
Lackey (13-9) allowed only a
first-inning homer by Jay Bruce
during his 16th quality start in
16 outings at Busch Stadium.
The veteran right-hander struck
out seven,walked none and lowered his home ERA to 1.97.
St. Louis improved to a
major league-best 95-56 with its
second straight low-scoring victory over Cincinnati. Steve
Cishek worked the ninth to earn
his first save for St. Louis.
Pham hit a sacrifice fly to
deep center in the seventh that
scored Tony Cruz and broke a tall tie. Pham drove in the
Cardinals' first run with a thirdinning double that brought in
Matt Carpenter, who doubled
with one out. Since moving into
the lineup eight games ago,
Pham has nine RBIs, eight
extra-base hits and is batting
.407.
three
induced
Lackey
ground-ball double plays in the
first five innings that thwarted
rallies and brought his National
League-leading total to 28.
Bruce's 456-foot homer off a
93 mph fastball from Lackey
was the longest by a left-handed
hitter at 10-year-old Busch
Stadium.
Kolten Wong drove in the
Cardinals' third run with a sacrifice fly in the eighth.
Joey Votto walked in the top
of the eighth to reach base for
the 39th consecutive game.

No ,,.aft

Gnogan's goal in 83rd minute
sinks Lady Lakers' strong effort
By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter
Calloway County coach Jeremy
Stom and his players have made one
point crystal clear. This is not the
same Lady Lakers team that took the
field when the girls soccer season
began in August.
Just how much better are they?
After being shut out 6-0 against
No. 16 Murray High on Aug. 26, the
Lady Lakers made sure their preSence was felt this time, nearly
pulling off an improbable upset
Tuesday night.
The Lady Tigers,however,somehow found a way to win it. After 80
minutes of play wasn't enough to
decide the match, two extra minutes
were. Lydia Grogan's match-winfling goal from an MHS corner kick
in the first overtime gave Murray
High its third consecutive victory
with a 1-0 decision at the Jim Nix
Soccer Complex.
"We have a good district and,for
that, I'm thankful," Lady Tigers
coach Shauna Traylor said."Murray
High, Graves (County), Calloway.
County and Marshall County should
be the four teams that go to regionals, but we don't have that luxury.
We're all in the same district, so, we
have to beat up on each other two
and three times a year. I didn't
expect this kind of match. 1 didn't
want it. I would have loved to put
my subs in, but our starters didn't
take care of business. We didn't
have an effort in the first half."
Both teams were playing for the
second time in two nights and that
may have contributed to what was a
stalemate until the overtime.
The Lady Tigers put the pressure
on the Lady [alters early and often,
but solid coverage from the
DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times photo Calloway County defensive line
Murray High goalkeeper Meredith Purdom attempts to make a save against prevented Murray High from scorCalloway County attacker Emma Gallimore during a Region 1 District 2 match ing early.
The Lady Tigers had 13 shots in
Tuesday at the Jim Nix Soccer Complex.

the match, but Calloway County's
eight shots were more precise and
mostly on-goal.
Neither team advanced the ball
from the middle and the match was
up for grabs the majority of the time.
Back-and-fourth they went in the
first half, to no avail. Maddie
Balmer, Reagan Pittenger and
Suzanna Grady all had looks at the
net early for the Lady Lakers, but
they couldn't capitalize.
The real battle in the match
stirred between the two goalkeepers,
waiting for one another to blink
first. Senior captain and goalkeeper
Meredith Purdom, often untested
due to dominant midfielders, gave a
brilliant performance in the match.
Two of her three first-half saves
were against Balmer.
"In all honesty, she doesn't
always get a lot of action. Tonight,
she got a ton of it. She got some
praise from a coach at halftime and
that really pumped her up," Traylor
said.
"I told the girls before overtime
'Don't make Meredith work this
hard. If your goalie is working this
hard, then you better match that.
Don't let us get into a PK situation
because then you put the pressure on
her.—
Lady Lakers goalkeeper Brittany
Robertson had her share of crucial
saves as well. Robertson and
Purdom kept the offenses working,
with four saves each in the second
half.
Parker Greer took Robertson 1on-1 in the 46th minute to try to
break the goose eggs on the scoreboard, but missed just right.
The Lady Lakers kept the shots
ringing in the second half, but most
of them weren't in goal range and
the match was still a 0-0 draw.
There was no offensive outburst
for the Lady Tigers on Tuesday.
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BOYS SOCCER GALLOWAY COUNTY 6, MURRAY HIGH 0

Lakers' fast tempo shuts down Tigers

Up Next

By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter

Reds: Rookie LHP Brandon
Finnegan, acquired from Kansas
City in the Johnny Cueto trade,
will make his second career start
in the finale of the three-game
series. Finnegan allowed three
hits and one run in five innings
and picked up a win at
Milwaukee last week.
Cardinals: Lance Lynn will
try to get on the right track after
lasting 3 1-3 innings at Wrigley
Field last week. Lynn (11-10,
3.28) has a 5.11 ERA over his
past five starts. IIV

No defender of late has been busier in
the region than Calloway County's Ty
Gamble.
In his last few matches, he's shut
down Mayfield's Noel Roman, the topscoring striker in the state and he held
Graves County's top scorer Rodrigo
Garcia scoreless in Thursday's match.
On Tuesday, he shut down Murray
High's top weapon, Cole Riley.
Undersized, the Calloway County
Lakers used a mixture of youth and
speed to shut out the Murray High Tigers
6-0 at the Jim Nix Soccer Complex on

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & TIrnee pholo
Calloway County's Ty Davenport takes
a shot against Murray High durIng a
Region 1 District 2 match Tuesday at
the Jim Nix Soccer Complex

first half was their newfound goalkeeper,
"We call him the ankle-biter," Lakers Tommy Speed, who recorded seven
he'd coach Alex Walandro said of saves in the first half. But it would take
Gamble."He gets beat up then he goes at more than one person to stop the Ulcers
it again. He gets beat up once more,then high pressure.
The scoring tandem of Brian Wilhelm
he gets back up and goes again. Apart
from that, the biggest thing was the and Christian Adams once again proved
shutout. That gave us a lot of confi- to be potent. Wilhelm recorded his
eighth hat trick of the season, singledence."
Just a freshman. Gamble's motor was handedly providing the punches in the
endless all match long, causing prob- first half. His first goal came in the 16th
lems for the Tigers midfield, pestering minute, putting the Lakers on the scoreboard at 1-0.
the them consistently. ,
"Brian is such a strong and powerful
Murray High was held to two shots,
while the Lakers dominated the flow of forward. Christian is our finesse guy and
the game with 24 shots.
•See Poige 11A
Mutray High's lone highlight of the

Tuesday.
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AREA SCHEDULE
Today's Gaines
ap games scneduled
Thursdays Gaines
NCAA WOMEN'S SOCCER
Murray State at Eastern Kentuclot 3 p.m
PREP BOYS SOCCER
Mayfield High at Murray High, 530 p.m.
PREP GIRLS SOCCER
Calloway County at McCracken County, 7:15
fiat
Mayfield High at Murray High, 7-30 p.m.
PREP VOLLEYBALL
Murray High at Calloway County. 7 p.m

SPORTS ON TV
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Tennessee
Cleveland

Today's Gamin
1 p.m.
UCI
Road
World Championships, at
.
NBCSN
Richmond, Va.
MIS
6 pm.
ESPN: N.Y. Yankees at Toronto
FSM: Cincinnati at SL Louis
9 p.m.
ESPN IBA
SOCCER
2 p.m.
FS1: Bundesfiga, EIntracht Frankfurt at
Schalke 04
Thursday's Games
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6:30 p.m.
ESPN: Cincinnati at Memphis
GOLF
4 am.
GOLF: European Open. Opening-round, at
Bad Gnesbach, Germany
8 am.
GOLF: European Open. Opening-round. at
Bad Gnesbach. Germany
12 p.m.
GOLF: PGA Tour Championship, Openinground. at Atlanta
MLB
6 p.m.
FSM. Milwaukee at St. Louis
7 p.m.
MIS: TBA
NFL
7:30 p.m.
CBS, NFL: Washington at N Y Giants
WN8A
6 p.m.
ESPN2: Playoffs, Conference Finals. TBA
8 p.m.
ESPN2: Playoffs, Conference Finals, TBA

BASEBALL
MLB
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct GB
Toronto
86 65
570
New York
83 67 .553 21
/
2
Baltimore
74 76
493 111
/
2
73 78 .483 13
Tampa Bay
Boston
72 78 .480 131
/
2
Central Division
W
I.
Pct GB
Kansas City
87 63 .580 --Minnesota
77 73 .513 10
Cleveland
)
(In
74 75 .497 12/
1
2
Chicago
• ...di b 72 79 .477 151
/
2
Detroit
70 81 .464 171
/
2
Division
W
L
Pct GB
Texas
80 69 .537 --Houston
80 72 .526 11
/
2
Los Angeles
77 74 .510
4
Seattle
74 77 .490
7
/
2
Oakland
64 86 .427 161
Tuesday's Results
Baltimore 4, Washington 1
N.Y. Yankees 6, Toronto 4, 10 innings
Detroit 2, Chicago White Sox 1.10 innings
Tampa Bay 5. Boston 2
Minnesota 3, Cleveland 1
L.A. Angels 4, Houston 3
Seattle 11, Kansas City 2
Texas at Oakland, late
Today's Games
Chicago White Sox (Montas 0-0) at Detroit
(Verlander 3-8), 12:08 p.m.
LA. Angels (Tropeano 2-2) at Houston (Fiers
2-1), 1:10 p.m.
Baltimore (Tillman 9-11) at Washington
(Scherzer 12-11), 6:05 p.m.
N Y. Yankees (Nova 6-8) at Toronto
(Stroman 2-0), 6:07 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Smyty 3-2) at Boston (Porcello
8-13), 6:10 p.m.
Cleveland (Kluber 8-14) at Minnesota
(P Hughes 10-9), 7:10 p.m.
Seattle (Elias 5-8) at Kansas City (Ventura
12-8), 7:10 p.m.
Tens (Lewis 16-8) at Oakland (Doubront 32), 9:05 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L
Pct 613
W
New York
85 66 .563 --1
2
Washington
78 72 .520 6/
Miami
64 87 .424 21
/
2
Atlanta
61 91 .401 241
Philadelphia
57 94 .377 28
Central DMslon
L
Pot GB
W
z-St. Louis
95 56 .629
4
Pittsburgh
91 60 .603
6
Chicago
89 62 .589
/
2
Cincinnati
63 87 .420 311
Milwaukee
63 88 .417 32
West Division
Pct GB
L
W
Los Angeles
85 64 .570 --7
San Francisco
78 71 .523
/
2
Arizona
72 78 .480 131
/
2
San Diego
70 80 .467 151
Colorado
63 88 .417 23
z-clinched playoff berth
Tuesdays Results
Baltimore at Washington
Atlanta at N.Y. Mets

Philadelphia at Miami
Milwaukee at Chicago Cubs
Cincinnati at St Louts
Pittsburgh at Colorado
Arizona at L A Dodgers
San Francisco at San Diego
Today's Guns
Baltimore (Tillman 9-11) at Washington
(Softener 12-11), 6.05 p.m.
Atlanta (W.Perez 6-6) at N.Y. Mets (B Colon
14-12), 610 pm
Philadelphia (1).Buchanan 2-9) at Miami
(Coney 4-1), 6:10 p.m
Milwaukee (Z.Davies 1-2) at Chicago Cubs
(Hendricks 7-6), 7.05 p.m.
Cincinnati (Rnnegan 1-0) at St. Lours (Lynn
11-10), 7,15 pm
Pittsburgh (Morton 9-8) at Colorado
(Bergman 3-0), 7.40 p rri
Arizona (Ch.Anderson 6-6) at L.A. Dodgers
(Greinke 18-3), 9:10 p.m.
San Francisco (Peavy 7-6) at San Diego
(Cashner 6-15), 9:10 p.m.

CARDINALS 3, REDS 1

Cincinnati

Bourgs cf
Bruce rf
Votto lb
Phillips 2b
Frazier 3b
B.Pisna c
Lornzn pm
LeCure p
()Asir ph
Villarri p
Suarez so
Duvall If
Sampsn p
Cingm p
Brnhrt ph-c
Totals

St Louis
abrttbl
ab rhbl
5 02 0 MCrpnt 35 4 1 2 0
4 1 1 1 Pham cf
30 1 2
3 0 0 0 heywrd rt 3 0 1 0
4 0 1 0 JhPerlt ss 2 1 0 0
3 0 1 0 MAdms 1 b 1 0 0 0
3 0 2 0 Gnchk ph
1 000
0 0 0 0 MrRynl lb 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Moss ph-15 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 Pisan}, If
30 1 0
0 0 0 0 Wong 2b
30 1 1
3 0 1 0 T.Cruz c
4 1 1 0
4 0 3 0 Lackey p
2000
2 0 0 0 GGarci ph
1 000
0 0 0 0 Siegnst p
0000
2 0 0 0 Cishek p
0000
34 111 1 Totals
28 3 7 3

Cincinnati
St Louis

100 000 000- 1
001 00011x-3

DP: Cincinnati 1, St. Louis 3. LOB: Cincinnati
9, St, Louis 8. 28_Phillips (17), M Carpenter
(40). Plum (7). HR: Bruce (25) SB, Heyward
(23). S Suarez. SF: Pham Wong
P- H
Cincinnati
Sampson
Cingrani
LeCure L,0-2
Villarreal
St Louis
Lackey W,13-9
Siegrist H.26
Cishek 5,4-9

R ER 88 SO

513 4 1 1 3 1
213 0 0 0 1 0
1 2 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 2
7 9 1 1 0 7
1 1 0 0 2 2
1 1 0 0 0 2

Umpires: Home, Gerry Davis; First, Phil
Gun; Second, Gabe Morales; Third, Tony
Randazzo,
T: 3:06. A: 43.981 (45.399).

PRO FOOTBALL
NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
Pct
W L T
New England
2 0 0 1 000
N.Y. Jets
2 0 0 1 000
Miami
1 1 0 500
Buffalo
1 1 0 500
North
W IT
Pct
Cincinnati
2 0 0 1 000
Cleveland
1 1 0 500
Pittsburgh
1 1 0 500
Baltimore
0 2 0 000
South
W LT
Pat
Jacksonville
1 1 0 500
1 1 0 500
Tennessee
Indianapolis
0 2 0 000
Houston
0 2 0 000
West
W LT
Pct
Denver
2 0 0 1.000
1 1 0 500
Oakland
SanDiego
1 1 0 500
1 1 0 .500
Kansas ity
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W IT
Pct
2 0 0 1.000
Dallas
1 1 0 500
Washington
0 2 0 .000
N.Y Giants
Philadelphia
0 2 0 000
North
W LT
Pat
2 0 0 1.000
Green Bay
1 1 0 500
Minnesota
0 2 0 000
Chicago
Detroit
0 2 0 000
South
W LT
Pot
2 0 0 1.000
Atlanta
2 0 0 1 000
Carolina
1 1 0 500
Tampa Bay
0 2 0 000
New Orleans
West
W IT
Pat
2 0 0 1.000
Arizona
1 1 0 500
St. Louis
1 1 0 500
San Francisco
0 2 0 000
Seattle
WEEK 3
Thursday's Game
Washington at N.Y. Giants, 7-30 p.m.
Sunday's Games
Atlanta at Dallas, 12 p.m.
Indianapolis at Tennessee. 12 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Houston, 12 p.m.
San Diego at Minnesota, 12 p.m.
Pittsburgh at St. Louis, 12 p.m.
Oakland at Cleveland, 12 p.m:
Cincinnati at Baltimore, 12 p.m.
Jacksonville at New England. 12 p.m.
New Orleans at Caro)ina, 12 p.m.
Philadelphia at N.Y. Jets, 12 p.m.
San Francisco at Arizona. 3:05 p.m.
Chicago at Seattle, 3:25 p.m.
Buffalo at Miami, 3:25 p.m.
Denver at Detroit, 7:30 .m.
M
s Game
7:30 p.m.
Kansas City at Green

PF
68
31
37
59

PA
53
10
33
54

PF
57
38
64
46

PA
32
45
46
56

PF
32
56
14
37

PA
40
42
27
51

PF
50
50
52
51

PA
37
66
52
51

PF
47
34
46
34

PA
36
27
51
46

PF
58
29
46
44

PA
40
36
79
59

Pf
50
44
40
38

PA
44
26
61
57

PF
79
44
38
48

PA
42
55

0 0 7 7 - 14
14 7 0 7 - 26
SCORING SUMMARY
AT Quarter
DO. Beniamin 60 pass from ikeecisi (coons
kid), 1251.
Ole: Crowell 1 ,irgin(Coons kick). 626.
Quarter
Eleniarnin 78 punt return (Coons kick),
0:53.
Third Quarter
Ten Fasano 19 pass from Manota (Succop
kick), 136.
Fourth Quarter
Ten. Green-Bricldiam 13 pass from Manota
(Su=p kick), 6:42.
Cl.: Bueamin 50 pass from Mannei (Coons
kick), 2:52.
TEAM STATISTICS
Cle
Ten
host downs
21
13
Total Net Yards
274
385
Rushes-yards
30-166
30-116
Passing
219
158
Punt Returns
4-41
6-154
Kickoff Returns
0-0
1-31
Interceptions Ret.
0-0
0-0
Comp- Att- Int
21-37-0
8-15-0
Sacked-Yards Lost
7-38
2-14
Punts
6-49 7
6-53.2
Fumbies-Lost
4-3
2-0
Penalties-Yards
9-85
4-40
Time of Possession
35:11
24:49
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING Tennessee, McCluster 10-98,
Sankey 12-42, Manota 3-19, West 3-10, Fowler
1-3, Douglas 1-(minus 6) Cleveland, Crowell
15-72. iWinson Jr 12-43, Menzel 3-1.
PASSING. Tennessee, Manota 21-37-0-257
Cleveland, Menne( 8-15-0-172.
RECEIVING. Tennessee, Fasano 5-84,
Coffman 4-42, McCluster 4-26, Hunter 2-34,
Wright 2-17, FOW161 1.19, Green-Beckham 113, Stevens 1-13, Douglas 1-9 Cleveland,
Beraamin 3-115, Hawkins 3-43, Bamidge 1-17,
Gabriel 1-(minus 3)
MISSED FIELD GOALS: None.

REDSKINS 24, RAMS 10
Tennessee
Clonitand

0 0 10 0 -- 10
10 7 0 7 - 24
SCORING SUMMARY
First Quarter
Was. Jones 39 run (Hopkins kick), 7:05.
Was. PG Hopkins 46, 053.
Second Quarter
Was. Garcon 4 pass from Cousins (Hopkins
kick), 302.
Third Quarter
StL, PG Zuenein 52, 9:33.
StL, Britt 40 pass from Foes (Zuerie n
701.
Fourth Quarter
Was Jones 3 run (Hopkins kick), 2.38.
TEAM STATISTICS
SitWas
First dcnvns
11
19
Total Net Yards
213
373
Rushes-yards
13-67
37-182
Passing
146
191
Punt Returns
0-0
5-12
Kickoff Returns
1-28
1-23
Interceptions Ret.
0-0
0-0
Comp-Att-Int
17-32-0
23-27-0
Sacked-Yards Lost
1-1
2-12
Punts
8-47.6
6-40.7
Fumbles-Lost
2-0
1-1
Penalties-Yards
9-80
7-53
Tune of Possession
37,44
22,16
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING: St. Louis, Austin 4-40, Mason 726, Foles 1-1, Cunningham 1-0. Washington,
Jones 19-123, Morris 18-59.
PASSING: St. Louis, Foles 17-32-0-150.
Washington, Cousins 23-27-0-203.
RECEIVING: St Louis, Cook 5-47,
Cunningham 4-27, Britt 2-44, Mason 2-4,
Kendrcks 1-15, Givens 1-7, Austin 1-6, Bailey
1-0. Washington, Reed 6-82, Garcon 6-23,
Grant 3-45, Jones 3-23. Morris 2-13,
Thompson 1-10, Crowder 1-7, Roberts 1-0_
MISSED FIELD GOALS: None.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
STANDINGS
OHIO VALLEY
Conference
OWNWI
W L P PA.W L PF PA
Jax State
1 0 8 13 2 1 91 60
E. Kentucky 0 0 0 0 1 1 52 45
UT Martin
0 0 0 0 1 1 75 86
Murray State 0 0 0 0 1 2 98 121
SE Missouri 0 0 0 0 1 2 58 87
Tenn. Tech 0 0 0 0 1 2 67 108
Austin Peay 0 0 0 0 0 3 20 127
E. Illinois
0 0 0 0 0 3 36 108
Tenn. State 0 1 13 48 2 1 72 87
Saturday's Gaines
Shorter at SE Missouri, 1 p.m.
Jacksonville St. at UT Martin, 2 p m.
Austin Peay at E. Kentucky, 5 p.m.
Tennessee St. at Florida A&M, 5 p.m.
Tennessee Tech at Muria St., 6 p.m.
East
Conference
Overall
W L PF PA W L PF
Georgia
2 0 83 34 3 0 134
Florida
1 0 14 9 3 0 106
Kentucky
1 1 35 36 2 1 75
Missouri
0 0 0 0 3 0 70
0 0 0 0 2 1 138
Tennessee
Vanderbilt
0 1 14 31 1 2 73
S. Carolina 0 2 42 78 1 2 59
West
Overall
Conference
W L PF PA W L PF
LSU
2 0 66 40 2 0 66
Mississippi 1 0 43 37 3 0 192
Texas A&M 0 0 0 0 3 0 138
0 0 0 0 1 2 84
Arkansas
Alabama
0 1 37 43 2 1 109
Auburn
0 1 21 45 2 1 79
Miss. State 0 1 19 21 2 1 115
Saturday's Games
Teas A&M vs. Arkansas, TBA
LSU at Syracuse, 11 a.m.
Southern U. at Georgia, 11 a.m.
UCF at South Carolina, 11 a.m.
Tennessee at Florida, 2:30 p.m.
Louisiana-Monroe at Alabama, 3 p.m
Vanderbilt at Mississippi, 6 p.m.
Missouri at Kentucky, 6:30 p.m.
Mississippi St. at Auburn, 6.30 p m.
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GAS LOG SALE!

Igers

$200 OFF

found goalkeeper,
recorded seven
But it would take
o stop the Lakers

Gas Logs & Fireplaces

of Brian Wilhelm
nce again proved
m recorded his
e season, singlee punches in the
came in the 16th
cers on the score-

Nig and powerful
ir finesse guy and
See PO9111 11A

PA
40
61
67
64
70
89
50

RiaJilONGS
LOUISVILLE-The top teams in the Kentucky
Associated Press high school football polls,
with first-place votes, records, total points and
previous rankings.
Class 14
Rec.
Pts LW
5-0
154
2
I, Paintsville (11)
134
1
3-1
2. Beechwood
4
128
3, Russellville
5-0
94
6
5-0
4. Paris
93
3
3-2
5, Pikeville
83
7
5-0
6. Campbellsville

••
•
Murray Supply's Annual

I See Page 11A

PA
4.8
46
69
29
71
52
91

Heat with Personality:

7. timid
4-1
58
8
8. Ftacekind
3-2
46
5
9. Bishop Brown
4-0
42
9
10. Harlem
4-0
20 NR
Others rsc.ng votes: 11. Fairview 18 12.
Lou Ky Country bay 3. 12. Lynn Camp 3 14
Eminence 2. 14, Bethlehem 2.
Class 24
Rec.
Pie LW
1. Mayfield (13)
4-1
151
2
2. Lou Maks(2)
4-1
140
1
3, Danville
3-1
117
4
4. Lou. Chnstian Academy 3-2
108
5
5. Let. Christian
4-1
76
3
6.Murniy
3-2
69
6
7. Leslie County (1)
4-0
61
9
b. Owensboro &Maar
3-2
50
8
9. Newport Cent Catholic 2-3
32 10
10. Butler County
4-1
23 NR
Others receiving votes: I, Cot Holy Cross
12, 12, Shelby Valley 11. 13. Alien Central 9.
14, Prestonsburg 7. 14, Lloyd Memorial 7 16.
Glasgow 1. 17, omersst2.
Cies 94
Rec.
Pts LW
1. Belfry (12)
4-0
153
1
2. Boyle County (4)
5-0
142
2
3. Elizabethtown
117
4
5-0
4. Lou. Central
2-2
110
3
5. Calcrived County
4-1
94
5
6. Lex Catholic
3-2
62
6
7 Paducah Tilghman
3-2
50
8
8. Ben C,ourrty
4-1
47
9
9 Russell
3-1
26 10
10. Corbin
7
3-2
20
Others receiving votes: 11, Adair County 19
12, Garrard County 13. 12, Henry County 13.
14. Lawrence County 11 15, Edrnonson County
2
Class 4A
Rec.
Pts LW
I. South Warren (13)
5-0
154
1
2. Johnson Central (2)
3-0
133
2
3. Ashland Blazer
4-0
128
3
4 Franklin County
5-0
117
4
5. Spencer County
5-0
43
8
6 Hopkinsvilie
4-1
67
5
7. Shelby County
5-0
61
10
8. Scott
4-1
80
9
9. Collins
2-2
30
6
10. John Hardin
2-3
22
7
Others receiving votes: 11, Wayne County 5.
12, Rowan County 3 13, Allen Co.-Scottsville
2. 13, Franklin-Simpson 2. 13, Bourbon County
2.
Class SA
Rec.
Pts LW
1 Bowling Green
4-1
158
1
2. Owensboro
4-1
137
2
3, Pulaski Co
3-1
121
3
4. North Laurel(1)
5-0
115
4
5. Southwestern
4-1
93
5
6. Lou. Fem Creek
4-1
88
8
7. Christian County
4-1
54 10
8. North Built
4-1
32
9
9 Anderson County
6
3-2.
28
7
10. Bullitt Central
17
4-1
Others receiving votes- 11, Montgomery
County 16 12, South Oldham 12 13,
Greenwood 6
Class OA
Pts LW
Roc
160
1
1. Lou. Male (16)
5-0
Trinity
Lou.
4-1
131
2.
2
4-1
3. Scott Go.
118
3
4. Simon Kenton
102
5-0
5
4-0
101
4
5. Lou. DuPont Manual
6. Lou. St. Xavier
4-1
81
6
5-0
7. Ryle
74
7
8. Lex. Bryan Station
4-1
49
9
4-1
22 NR
9. McCracken County
17
8
10. Pleasure Ridge Park 4-1
Others receiving votes: 11, Lex Lafayette 11
12, Central Hardin 9_ 13, 14, Lex. Henry Clay 3.
15, Cooper 2.

BASKETBALL
WNEtA PLAYOFFS
(s-If nocoisary)
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
(8es1-01-3)
Eastern Conference
Now York 2, Washington 1
Friday Washington 86, New York 83, 201
Sunday. New York 86, Washington 68
Tuesday: New York 79. Washington 74
Indiana 2, Chicago 1
Thursday: Chicago 77, Indiana 72
Saturday: Indiana 89, Chicago 82
Monday: Indiana 100, Chicago 89
Western Conference
Minnesota 1, Los Angeles 1
Friday. Minnesota 67. Los Angeles 65
Sunday: Los Angeles 81, Minnesota 71
Tuesday: Minnesota 91, Los Angeles BC
2, Tutu 0
Thursday: Phiconia,
PtV Tulsa 55
Saturday. Phoenix 91, Tulsa 67
CONFERENCE FINALS
(Bost-01-3)
Eastern Conference
Wednesday: Indiana at New York, 6 p.m.
Sunday- New York at Indiana, 12 p.m.
x-Sept 29: Indiana at New York, TBD
Western Conference
Thursday: Phoenix at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
Sunday: Minnesota at Phoenix, 2 p.m.
x-Sept. 29: Phoenix at Minnesota. TBD

•Lady Tigers...
defenders from all angles,
received the ball and calmly
sank the match-winning goal.
They just needed a score.
Kirsten Houston and Kallie Coincidentally, corner kicks
Garrison had the best shots to have been a point of emphasis
put the Lady Lakers ahead in in recent Murray High practhe 60th and 63rd minutes, but tices. Three of their scores
Purdom's presence proved to from the UHA game resulted
from corner kicks.
be the difference.
"One thing we've been
The Lady Lakers had a few
more clean looks, including a working on consistently is corwild driving kick by Balmer in ner kicks. If you can score on
the 77th minute, but somehow set pieces, you will win
Purdorn corralled the ball in games," Traylor said. Now
the midst of a collapsing we're realizing that these kicks
Calloway County defensive are scoring opportunities, not
line. The Lady Lakers didn't just a corner kick. Lydia was in
get a better look then that the position at the right time. It
was the hardest goal we'd had
rest of the way.
Regulation ended a few all night and she scored it, but
moments later, sending the tie I'll give her props. I'll take it
into the first five-minute over- any day."
The lady Tigers (12-2-0)
time. It was all Murray High
ost Mayfield for Senior Night
needed.
Mickenna
Butterworth at 7:30 p.m Wednesday, while
missed a look early in overtime the Lady Lakers (6-6-0) travel
before the Lady Tigers gained to play McCracken County on
possession to set up a corner at 7:15 pin. Thursday for their
kick with 2:20 remaining. last regular season away
Grogan, surrounded
by match.
From Page 10A

•

•Lakers...
to the All-A State Tournament
quarterfinals on Saturday.
In the 63rd minute,
the balance we have between
those two is huge," Walandro Wilhelm put the game in the
said. "We have to balance the refrigerator. His effortless punt
into the left pocket secured a
rest of the team that way."
The Lakers continued to hat trick and secured the 5-0
favor the corners and the Win- and a regular season
Murray High defense was sweep of the Tigers.
Murray High kept playing,
helpless to kick it out, keeping
possession
in
Calloway never relinquishing their
effort, but without Riley being
County territory.
Wilhelm missed a header at his peak, the Tigers couldn't
just before the end of the half, make up for the lack of
but he made up for it on the offense.
Tomas Salas added late
next possession, with a rightside punt to send the Lakers insurance for the Lakers with
his third goal this season in the
into the half with a 2-0 lead.
The second half was all lastl minute for a 6-0 final.
"It's always a derby."
Lakers. Adams scored his first
goal off of a deflection in the Walandro said. "It can either
early moments for a 3-0 end a season or give a team
new life. Against Murray
Calloway County lead.
Mason Welch had a chance High, it makes it that much
to make things interesting more important to us. I always
again for the Tigers, but his preach high pressure."
The Lakers (10-3-0), who
shot was quickly gobbled up
ve
(
now won five out of their
by Lakers goalkeeper Aaron
t,44,,matches, await Trigg
Dawson as the ball approached
County (10-3-1) at home at 2
the him.
Adams capped his scoring p.m. Saturday at the Jim Nix
night in the 59th minute, send- Soccer Complex--Meanwhile,the Tigers (5-8ing home his second goal in
the left corner for a 4-0 advan- 0) look to snap a three-match
losing streak as they host the
tage.
Murray High head coach Mayfield Cardinals (6-7-1) on
Martin Son turned to his Senior Night at 5:30 p.m.
reserves in the final 20 min- Thursday at the Mallary
utes, in order to shift his focus France Soccer Complex. NI
From Page 10A

SOCCER
MLS
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W L T Pts GE GA
14 8 6 48 49 32
x-New York
13 9 8 47 49 49
Columbus
13 10 7 46 43 41
New England
DC United
13 11 6 45 37 37
PC
12 13 4 40 49 50
Toronto
Montreal
10 11 6 36 38 38
Orlando City
9 13 8 35 37 51
New York city FC
9 14 7 34 44 50
Ph iadel ph ia
9 15 6 33 38 47
Chicago
7 16 6 27 36 46
WESTERN CONFERENCE
W L T Pts GE GA
Vancouver
15 11 3 48 40 31
14 9 5 47 41 34
FC Dallas
13 9 8 47 49 36
Los Angeles
14 13 3 45 38 32
Seethe
Sporting 'Kansas City 12 8 8 44 44 39
Portland
11 10 8 41 29 34
11 12 7 40 37 36
San Jose
Real Salt Lake
10 11 8 38 35 41
9 12 8 35 36 39
Houston
8 11 10 34 27 33
Colorado
victory,
one point for tie.
NOTE: Three points for
in clinched playoff Conti
Today's Games
Chicago at Montreal, 7 p.m.
Sporting Kansas City at Houston, 7:30 p.m.

COLBY:
TUCKER:
Mountain Cur Mix
Pit Bull Terrier &
Seven months •
Labrador Retriever Mix •
Male
Six Months Old • Male
SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141

Don & Glenda Rowlett, long time
Murray Ledger & Times subscribers
are pictured on a recent trip to
New York City. They are pictured
in front of the August Wilson Theater,
right before seeing a Sunday matinee
of The jeisey Boys.
BEST MUSICAL

Thank you for submitting a photo!
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FRIDAY - SATURDAY
SEPT. 25 & 26
West KY's
Authorized
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CLASSIFIEDS
•
CLASSIFIED AD RATES Alit

Call

Call

Ill.,' 1 •N

Nikki Peach
Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

$830 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ails Must Run Within 6 Day Pena,'
$3-35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
111.1

\Ia.-.

Kellie Klessig
Murray Ledger & Times
Circulation Manager

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $30 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

for all your
classified needs

for all your
Circulation needs

p-,he•hor Tr3,ot.hos !he hgirt to oleCt Or edit any submitted Maher

Z
t

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.corn or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927

e

(Happy Birthday

ADJUSTMENTS

BUSINESS ili SERVICE DIRECTORY

In Loving Memory of
Advertisers are requested to check the first
insertion of their ads for any error. Murray
Ledger & Times will be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion. Any error should be
reported immediately so corrections can be
made.

Crystal Gale Winchester
Sept. 23, 1975- Oct. 13, 2012

Salitihissed by Harleigh, Broadie,
Tnnyte and Joshua Merrell
Dalton Winchester
Momma
060
Notice

060
Help Wanted

BILLBOARD For
Rent!
Hwy 641 South
High traffic count
$300imo
270-761-4568
gtaylor20000
gmail.com

Heip Wanted

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

Cable Television Job Opportunities
Supervisor, Direct Sales — KY/So IL
Mediacom is seeking a Supervisor, Direct Sales develop, maintain and implement well-organized
activities and local sales campaigns to maximize customer growth and retention in our
ever-increasing competitive market place. Supervise 6-10 sales representatives and insure all sales
are installed on a Regional level, to provide technical direction for CATV operations so that the
highest possible quality of pictures and service is maintained.

Job ID 8563
It is the policy of Mediacom to provide equal opportunities for employment, training and advancement without regard to race, color, religion, creed, national origin, sex, age, sexual orientation, marital status, disability, veteran status or any other characteristic protected by law.

150
Articles
For Sale
FOR Sale
-Small portable
charger-$15
-Soda Stream with
canister-585
-George Foreman
-Electric tcecream
maker-$25
-Small Toaster Oven$20
Call after 5pm or text
anytime if interested,
Prices firm 270-2278721

1

112:1'
Appluinces

Help Wanted

Murray CPA firm has an opening for a
Staff Accountant with a minimum of
two years tax season experience.
A CPA license is preferred but not
required.
Applicant must possess excellent
communication skills, be proficient in all
Microsoft office products and work well
both individually and in a group.
Please send resumes to:
P.O. Box 1040 M
Murray, KY 42071

Online or In Print
the Murray
_
Ledger ey Times tor all
your updates!

alkiES
ER
Home Delivery

SBG Real Property Professionals, LLC
is seeking a hard-working, dedicated, and
high-integrity individual to serve as our
Maintenance and Landscaping
Technician.

Any questions or resumes may be
submitted to rstancier@sbqpropertv.com.

SCHWERMAN Trucking Company is looking
for Class "A" Liquid
Drivers for our Calvert
City, KY terminal.
***$5,000 Sign On Bonus through 30 September 15— .48
loaded/.40 unloaded
7-10 days out then 2-3
days home. Must have
Class "A" CDL.
Medical Benefits (Start
after 30 days) from
$38-$104/week. Tank
and HAZMAT endorsements required. No liquid experience necessary. Call Brian at
800-507-8848.
www.tankstarcom

ABBCO Service Corporation, a national
contract cleaning company, is hiring part
time GENERAL CLEANERS for industrial
plants in the Murray, KY area. General
cleaners exp. is pref. Evening shift is
M-F. Weekend shift is Sat-Sun for 4 hrs.
and fill-in during the week as needed.
Must pass all required background
checks, including E-Verify. 1-800-2463221 x511 leave name and number.

SEEKING Loan Officer
Trainee.
Candidate
must be motivated,
good customer service
skills, organized and
able to prioritize workload, have strong leadership skills and working relationships. Prior
experience a plus but
necessarily
not
required.
Send
Resume to:
P.O.
Box
1040L
Murray, KY 42071

Responsibilities will include general
maintenance, repairs, remodeling, light
construction work, yard maintenance,
mowing, landscaping, and general property
upkeep. Qualifying experience and skill-set
are required. Employment is considered to
be full-time with benefits including health
insurance, paid vacation, and sick time; compensation will be competitive based on qualifications and work experience. Individuals
may apply at our office located at
1105 State Route 121 N, Murray, KY 42071
during regular business hours.

Local Mail
(Calloway)

3 mo........--4311.119
6
6 mo.
1 yr........-4105.00
—..-5105.80
I yr.
AU Other Mail
Subscriptions

Rest of KY/TN
tPurytar & Buchanaay

3
6 me
96i'
1 yr.....-4145.00

3
6 mo......

Check

Money Order

Visa

I Name
1
St. Address

Zip

I Daytime Ph.
1
Mail this coupon with payment to:
1
Murray Ledger & Times
1
1
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
1
1
Or call (270) 753-1916
1
For online subscriptions go to:
1

murrayledger.com

MAKFRI
4111.611109.1

Drivers:
Immediate Dedicated
Openings!
100% PAID Health,
Dental! Excellent Pay,
Benefit Packagel
tyr Class-A
w/Haz-Tank End.
Ask about our many
bonuses,
1-885-584-11548
EXPERIENCED brick
layers and laborers
needed in Paducah,
KY. Good pay, steady
work. Please call 270331-0706
Hiring immediately irrigation laborers and
service. Pay dependent on experience. To
valiantirrigaapply:
tion.com/emplotment.

KY Lake Oil Company
is seeking to fill a convenience store manager position in the
Mayfield/Murray area.
Competitive
Salary
plus benefits. Flexible
hours, ability to multitask and supervise
people are required.
Send Resume to: 620
South
4th
Street,
Murray.
TAKING applications
for equipment operator/
CDL driver. Apply at
2033 Outland School
RD. Murray, KY.
BRICK laborers needed. Must have transportation and drivers
license. 270-489-2790,
leave message.
Let us hold your
resumes in our blind
P.O. Box
Murray Ledger &
Tunes.

'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

WOOD burning fireplace insert in good
condition.
270-2278627
150
Articles
For Sale
BALDWIN Organ cabrnet. Fun machine, 14
rhythms,
assorted
metal work bench with
wood top, wood (walnut), sewing chair, walnut end table, oak
entertainment center,
TV, books, etc. Can be
seen by appt. only.
270-753-5128.

759-2500

murrayeyecare.com

1TRANSWORLD

Business Advisors
Busmen Sala *Fs:stockists •Moyers if Acquisitiotu
Dean E Cherry Managing Director-270-978-9946
••i • MEE.* •
• MEM. • COMM • In••• • ••••••1

YOUR Al) CAN BE
HERE
CALL NICK!
270-753-1916

i
•
I

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 [South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40
Take home today!
180
Lawn &Garden

B
u IConvenient in town location,
Hours Tues-Fn 8-4,Sat 8-12
5054*

MOBILE homes to
rent. Apply at Riviera
Courts,
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required.
270-753
4109.
28R. 1 1/28A Duplex
for lease in Puryear,
appliances furnished
including washer/dryer,
lawn care. No smoking,
No Pets, References
Required, $675.00 a
$675 00
month,
deposit. Call 731-2475422
28R, 1BA duplex. 270753-0259
NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
270-492included.
8211
DUPLEX for rent, all
applances. Cell 270767-9948

410

320
Apartments For Rent
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TDD 1-800-545-1833 ext 283
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:
j
e
5
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DUPLEX FOR RENTCardinal Drive in city. 2
BR/1Bath, Full appliances including stove,
fridge, W/Do AC units.
Water/Sewer/Trash
included. Front and
back yard. Big Kitchen.
Annual
lease
$565/month. 270-9782589.

Public Sale

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

2BR 1BA. $550/month
and deposit. 270-9780742
3BR 1BA near university. Applinces including
Washer and Dryer. No
$575/month.
lease,
References required.
270-753-3949
3BR furnished lake
home No pets.
References required
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carpets.
No
port.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898
Need help
selling your
house?
We can get the
word out!
753-1916

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266

1

-0ke Property

2.6 Acres Lake Front
on Cyrpress Creek.
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
All
Driveways
&
Walkways
Paved.
J&L RENTALS
$439,900
270-293MINI-STORAGE
4602
720 S.4TH ST.
460
01121 S. & Glendale.
Homes For Sale
IOW's & 10x15's
(270)436-2524
New 2-4
PREMIER
Bedroom homes in
MINISTORAGE
Riverffeld Estates
•Inside climate control SBG Real Property
storage
Professionals
•Security alarmed
293-7872
•Safe & clean
Hours:
Mon, - Fri
8:00-4:00
Saturday.
800-1200

LARGE
Bedroom,
1BA, up stairs, apartment for lease in
puryear. Appliances
furnished,
including
lawn
washer/dryer,
care. No smoking, No
•We sell boxes!
pets,
References
•We rent U-Hauls.
Required, $425 00 a
753-9600.
month
$425.00
deposit. Call 731-2475422
bedroom
NICE
2
Duplex, appliances NO
pets, 1yr lease. 270227-7414
Nice, Large, Duplex. ! Multiple sizes. ligh
I in *very unit, sec
2BR, 1.5BA. large utililighting. new
ty, with W/D, garage,
remodeled.
5725/mo. $725/dep.
270•761-786?
Lynn Grove 270-2271743

Houses For Rent
Want to Buy

308 S. 12th
Murray

Call NICKI PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

Skills required include College degree preferred in Sales/Marketing, Communications, or Business,
or equivalent experience. 2 - 4 years of relevant sales and marketing expenence.
Highly effective verbal and written communication skills_ Working knowledge of Microsoft Office
Applications (Word/Excel/PowerPoint). Knowledge of telecommunications industry.
Ability to travel 50% of the time, with limited overnight stays and weekend hours required.

NEEDED full-time dishwasher/preper.
Experience helpful, but
LAWN tech needed
not required. Apply in
Call 270-978-7157
person, no phone calls.
ASPHALT labors/oper- Apply at the Blue and
ate rs needed. 270-759- White Grill, 318 Main
0501
St. Hazel, KY.

•EyegkIsses
*Contacts
'Eye Disease

I

Specific responsibilities include Recruit, train, develop and motivate a team of sales representatives
into a cohesive unit while increasing of productivity to exceed weekly sales requirements.
Work with the local customer service and technical staff to promote and install the sale of newly
released products and services. Ability to review and reconcile payroll commissions and time
sheets. Monitor budgeted and assesses the tracking of Pit reports. Support the Divisional Sales
Manager in developing and implementing an effective customer communication and public relations
program within the Region/Division. Plan and coordinate company involvement in Trade Shows and
Open Houses. Coordinate and implement sales, marketing and retention programs in competitive
markets within the Region. Monitor and provide feedback to Regional/Divisional Marketing
Department of activities and strategies being employed by competitors that directly effect our
competitive advantage within the Region. In coordination with Direct Sales employees, help
prospect and perform direct sales activities for new residential and commercial opportunities.
Aid in the sales and maintenance of existing commercial accounts.

Apply NOW at www.mediacomcable.comicareers or for more information contact
Karen Bast at kbast@medlacomcc.com

Eyecare Specialties
Dr. Kevin Adams

.
I
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KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential & Commercial
Help Wanted

c

autos, battenes. and all aluminum

Thank you for your business!

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

I City
1
State

0
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Help Wanted

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running

470
Motorcycles & ATY's
ATV
2013 Polaris
Sportsman 500 HO. 67
miles on the odometer,
11.7 hours of usage,
with accessories. Like
new condition. $4,900.
270-206-1996
2005 HD Heritage softtail. Excellent condition. $9,000 or take
over payments if you
quality. 270-978-5593
Auto Pads

Retail or Office
Space
109-B N 3rd Street
1,100 SQ. Fr
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)
270-753-8964
3,700 square foot cornmericial building for
rent. $1,600 a month.
South 4th St. Murray,
KY. 270-759-4979 or
270-293-0251
380
Pets &pails

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALE
We Finance
hoilandmotorsaies Ci
270-751-4461

USED TIRES
14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at $20
mounted

Call 753-5606

Obedience.
DOG
www.glendhenmere.co
270)436-2858.

GARAGE SALE

Large Charity
Yard Sale

1084 WATSON RD
Wednesday -Sunday
8-5
Fumiture, Household,
Kitchen ware, Brand
New upright
shampooer,
& Much More

196 Dogwood Hill
Club Rd.
Gilbertsville
from draffenville 641
to caution light 1422
follow signs.
Thursday and Friday
8-4

CLASSIFIEDS

• Wednesday, September 23, 2015
530
Senior OfWee

I

CLEAN CUT
LAWN SERVICE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL
FREE ESTIMATES
CALL KEVIN
le,f70

Services Offense

Z93-4020
Hill Electric

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

Al/TCHELI.
BROS.
PAV/NG

Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

Well Drilling
We//Pump _Service
Residential &
Agricultural

•Asphal1Installatioil
*Seal coating & strong
•Licensecl-Insured

753-9562

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

40 yrs experience
(270)759-0501

wrww.hillelectric.com
m roe'to
•Tnmming Tree
Removal
•Licensed8 Insured
Free Estimates
270-753-TREE
(8733)

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905
Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky

Jason Hill

4-tandyman Services
•Yard Work
•Pressure Washing
•Home Repairs
Gary 270-227-0420

(270)226-0194

SMALL home repairs,
washing,
pressure
carpentry,
roofing,
painting and general
labor No job too small.
270-227-9484

Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

ELECTRIC

Industrial/Commercial/Residential

270-293-3248

lames C. Gaitimore

• Landscape design & maintenance
• Lawn care(mow,trim and leaf removal)
• Cleanup & outdoor projects

270-293-3406

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-T700
David 270-227-1106
AU Sh#ngles Hand Nadecf

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Servicelicensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

Gellimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

Licensed &
Insured

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
smaltHandyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

LiKOSSQC1CiS
han?setaping

GARY W DICK

(270) 759-0890
TRAVIS
ASPHA

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Pa% ing-Sealcoating
Striping
Gravel-Dirt-Sand
T()NI'TRAY IS

• weekl & spe,:ial pickups
• locally ov.nedloperated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

270-293-4256

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
•Firewood
*Insured
(270) 489-2839

5
,79
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• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St
Lights, Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance

270-436-5959

By Dave Green

9

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

'Insurer;•St. ascount
.Cree Estimates
Wombat'OfAngles Lai

SudoKu

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

Answer to previous puzzle
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S.J.I property maintenance. Light handy
man work, indoor or
outdoor. Will do land
scaping. Will never turn
down a job no matter
how big or small! Plus
we clean gutters and
pressure wash homes
and driveways. We are
licensed and insured.
270-705-8427
HOME and Office
cleaning. Reasonable
prices. Availability for
weekend and evening
cleanings. Call today
for a quote. 270-2270055

FRAMES
TREE
SERVICE

MINI
STORAGE
Units40111111
A I Size

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

Horoscope

24/7Surveillance •Electricity
e New Have 80 Climate Control Units

1112 Whitnell Ave.
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P0 Box 1040, Murray,KY 42071
Or em4 ypqr recips to: mIt_@myrrayledger.com
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We can not only print your ad, but design it as well.
No Extra Fees • Quick Proof Returns • Unique Ads
t 1 el
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by Jacqueline Bigar

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Ideas seem to pop up
left and right. Before you realize
it, a work-related matter could
arise that demands your attention. You might want to take on a
stress-reducing hobby or activity
as well; you will be better for it in
the long run. Tonight: Where
your friends are.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Your skills allow you to
manage what others can't. As a
result, you'll have your hands
full. Start a brainstorming session. You could hear some
extremely assertive ideas.
Diplomacy is a must, even if you
want to shut down another person's conversation. Tonight: A
must appearance.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Keep reaching out to
someone you care about. You
have a lot to share. The unexpected might force you to look at
the big picture. A friend could
surprise you with his or her
antics. Stay focused on what is
important. Tonight: Where your
friends are is where you want to
be.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You have a tendency to
allow a partner or loved one
make important decisions. You
also tend to overthink a problem
until you are confused. You

Send completed card above or your own card to:
i
M b

gk,

ONBEA

& DEBRIS REMOVAL
"*Licensed & Insured

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Thursday, Sept. 24, 2015:
This year you often find that you
are frustrated or angry. Learning
LOVING nanny with to express these feelings at an
cheerful disposition. earlier stage will be important,
Looking for special when you might feel just hurt.
family who needs Otherwise, these feelings could
someone to care for come out at inappropriate times.
their children. Infants If you are single, get to know
through elementary. someone well before really
B.S in music. Excellent expressing the depth of your
references 731-924- feelings. A person you meet this
8211.
year might be emotionally
unavailable. If you are attached,
the two of you will benefit from a
lot of one-on-one time together.
Schedule more dates to rekindle
the flames that used to exist
between you. AQUARIUS has a
way of getting you to join him or
her, no matter how busy you are.

IN OUR

Murray

9/23

Difficulty Level ***

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 Difficult
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if you've got It, we east store It"

Drywall, Painting
Tile Flaring, Decks

Will Do Insurance Work
/ea & lamterCard Axedtee

Conceptis

RAJA •

might be too assertive in a conversation, and your temper
could flare. Be careful when
handling machinery. Tonight:
Say 'yes" to living.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Defer to others. You
could feel put off by different
people and happenings. Notice
that you could be suppressing
your feelings without realizing it.
Try not to do damage to yourself. Instead, decide to release
your feelings sooner. Tonight:
Go with someone else's choice.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might not know
which way to turn. Don't take
your frustration out on others, or
you will have an unpredictable
situation. Your fuse could be
shorter than usual. Try to get
more exercise; otherwise, you
will be volatile. Tonight: You'll
witness an emotional reversal.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Allow more impulsiveness to emerge, especially when
dealing with a new friend.
Pressure could build around a
domestic matter. Try not to distance yourself -- hang in there!
Be aware of anger building as
well. Go for a walk. Tonight:
Time to plan for the weekend.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Stay close to home. You
probably will feel as if you need
to pull away from some difficult
situations. You will handle them
on your time and with wisdom. A
walk will help you relax. An older
person admires the way you are
dealing with a problem. Tonight:
Make it easy.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You could be dealing
with more than your fair share.
Go along with a spontaneous
idea that might open more doors
than you had anticipated. Be
careful with a boss who could be
on the warpath. Don't worry. You
know how to bypass a problem.
Tonight: Hang out with a pal.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might be wondering
what to do. A power play is likely
to occur with someone who is
very intellectual yet demanding.
A personal issue could present a
problem. News that comes in
from a distance could anger or
upset you. Tonight: Be careful
with spending.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You could be pushing
too hard to have someone
acknowledge you. Don't worry
so much. You need to please
yourself first. An unexpected
happening will put a smile on
your face. Enjoy the excitement.
Be careful not to step on anyone's toes. Tonight: Indulge a
loved one.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Take your time. You might
feel as if someone is pushing
you too hard. Be careful,
because as you will discover in
the next few weeks, many of
your friends, close associates
and loved ones seem to be
much more irritable than usual.
Tonight: Get some extra R and
R.
BORN TODAY
Puppeteer Steve Whitmire
(1959), puppeteer Jim Henson
(1936), actor Kevin Sorbo
(1958)
••.
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Sudoku a a number/awing puzzle baud on a 9x9 grid Wei
several given numbs's. The ohmic is to piece the numbers I to
9 in the empty squares so that each row. each coiumn and each
level
3):3 box contains the earns number only once. The difficulty
of the Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU

GARLAND
RENTAL%

+Home Im,croverneats
-Bain4 Ritctlen

Water Damaged Floors
Braces 8 Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Since 1986

IQ LM
REm400ELING CQIiit
All Aspects of
Remodeling

David's Home I
Improvement
1.1.0

Murray Ledger & Times

Jacqueline Blgar is on the
Internet at www.jacquellnebigarcom.
(c) 2015 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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Tea years ago
Two local girls have been selected as finalists in the Pre-Teen
Kentucky
Scholarship
and
Recognition Program to be held
Sept. 30-Oct. 2,at Louisville. They
are Kristin McNutt, daughter of
Greg and Kathy McNutt and
Hailey Brook Harrison, daughter
of Rick and Lisa Harrison, all of
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd R. Turley of
Murray are the parents of a daughter, Emma Grace Turley, born Aug.
29, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Lois Pharris, a volunteer for
CASA (court appointed special
advocate) is pictured speaking at
the August meeting of the
Kentucky Lake Chapter of AARP.
Some of the residents from
Housing Authority of Murray were
able to attend the Vietnam Moving
Memorial
Wall
Ceremony.
Pictured are Nell Underhill, Lester
Luck, Kenneth Todd, Calloway
County Judge Larry: Elkins, Peggy
Bell, Bill Rumfelt. Wanda Scott,
Faye Tefft, Kathy Holbrook, Linda
Easley and Dave Ross.
Rotary Club members Bob
Billington, Robert Billington and
Dennis Heskett donated dictionaries on behalf of The Murray Rotary
Club to Tara Renfro's fourth grade
class at Eastwood Christian
Academy.
Twenty years ago
Murray High's Ryan Haverstock,
Ryan Pickens and Robyn Myhill all
earned medalist honors at the
Murray Country Club to lead the
Tigers and Lady' Tigers to a pair of
victories over Fulton City.
Pictured is Bill McCarthy, chairman of the United Way Pledge
Drive, as he addresses the Murray
Rotary Club members as he officially began the United Way's
'fundraising effort.
If the state will approve a certificate of need submitted by
W'estview Nursing Home, plans
will begin to add 60 beds to the
facility.
Calloway residents will notice a

decrease in their real property taxes
based on rates approved by the
Calloway County Fiscal Court.
Pictured is Annie Knight who is
admiring some of the angels made
by Janice Carter from the Tole Gate
who directed the program of the
Creative Arts Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Thirty years ago
Steve Zea, executive vice president of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
board told members that a grant
from the Economic Development
Agency was announced Sept. 6,
that will pay $390,000 for water
and sewer lines to the industrial
Park.
Four Murray State University
employees with a combined total
of 144 years of service are pictured
being congratulated by Dr. Kala M.
Stroup, university president. They
are Vivian Hale -31 years; Naomi
Rogers - 38 years; Ann Page - 33
years and Catherine Purdom - 42
years.
Dan
Thompson, Calloway
County cross country coach, began
running around the Laker Stadium
track at midnight Friday and completed 100 miles 23 hours and 53
minutes later. Money pledged per
mile will be collected by
Thompson and his cross country
team members to provide funds for
away meets this fall.
Forty years ago
Winning honors at the MidSouth Dairy Judging Contest were
local members of the Kentucky 4H Dairy Judging team. Debra
Tucker and Danna Shipley.
Fifty years ago
Dr. CC. Lowry has been elected
as vice president of Western
District of Kentucky Medical
Association. Dr. John Quertermous
was named one of the delegates
from KMA to the American
Medical Association
Sixty years ago
Dr. Ora Mason spoke about "The
Habits of Children," at a meeting
of the Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.

Couple's open relationshii, Mouth guard offers promise
may end up closing theirs' .*
in treating sleep apnea
DEAR ABBY: I am a 24-yearold woman and currently live with
my boyfriend. We have a child
Before we started living together,
we discussed having an open relationship. We realized how messy.
it can be, so we agreed on having a "free pass" with ONE person, ONE time. I have met that
person, it is
a woman.
At first,
my boyfriend
was OK with
it. But now
that I'm ready
to do it, he's
acting jealous. I told
Rim I would
stand by his
side if he
By Abigail
changed his
mind about
Van Buren
me doing this,
but I'm excited to experience this
alone and not have him involved.
Help, please, Abby? -- CARRYING OUT THE PLAN IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR CARRYING OUT:
Your boyfriend may be feeling
insecure because he is afraid of
losing you. But this is what he
agreed to -- a "free pass" with
one person. If you feel you need
to further explore your sexuality
and he is unwilling to allow it,
then it's time to rethink your relationship with him because you
may not be as suited to each
other as you both thought.
And, by the way, the same
may be true for him. If he needs
someone who is a one-man woman,
then you may not be it.

Dear Abby

OMNI*

DEAR ABBY: My son "Pete"
is a felon from an incident that
cost him six years in a federal
penitentiary. He has one more
year.. left on parole. He married a
professional "psychic" he met
online who we believe has borderline personality disorder. There

Today In History
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In 1779, during the Revolutionary War, the American warship Bon Homme Richard, commanded by John Paul Jones,defeated the HMS Serapis in battle off
Yorkshire, England, however, the
seriously damaged Bon Homme
Richard sank two days later.
In 1780, British spy John Andre
was captured along with papers
revealing Benedict Arnold's plot
to surrender West Point to the,
British.
In 1806, the Lewis and Clark
expedition returned to St. Louis
more than two years after setting

out for the Pacific Northwest.
In 1846, Neptune was identified as a planet by German
astronomer Johann Gottfried Cralle
In 1939,Sigmund Freud (froyd),
the founder of psychoanalysis, died
in London at age 83.
In 1957, nine black students
who'd entered Little Rock Central High School in Arkansas were
forced to withdraw because of a
white mob outside.
In 1962, New York's Philharmonic Hall formally opened as
the first unit of the Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts.
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014, MAN! YOU KNOW THAT All
SCARY DREAM I HAVE WHERE
I'M AT WORK WEARING NOTHING
BUT MY VNDE_RPANIS?!

THIS TIME IT WAS THE BOSS
WEARING NOTHING BUT
UNDERPANTS!!

[0(0 YOU HAVE
IT AGAIN? -

Dr. Komaroff

mouth and are designed to keep
the airway open -- without involving a compressor machine or tubing. A report published in JAMA
Internal Medicine descnbes one
such device, which is similar to
a mouth guard. It positions the
lower jaw slightly forward and
down. This opens the airway. The
device is simple, portable and
silent.
For the study, researchers
recruited 96 men and women with
sleep apnea. Half used a customfitted oral device as they slept
The other half used a placebo
night guard -- one that didn't correctly reposition the lower jaw.
At the end of the four-month
study, people who used the custom appliance had greater improvements in sleep apnea and snoring
than those using the placebo device.
Both groups had a little improvement in daytime sleepiness.
Interestingly, more than half
of the people who used the placebo device found it so effective
that they wanted to keep using
it.
This was a study of a single
device, and it lasted just for four
months. So it is difficult to draw
definite conclusions about the
device's value. And it is not possible to draw conclusions about
other oral appliances. Yet, the
report is encouraging for those
who have trouble using CPAP.
If you have sleep apnea, try.
the following to counter the problem. First, sleep on your side.
Though you'll inevitably change
position during the night, starting
off on your side may help keep
your airways open. Second, lose
a few pounds if you are overweight.
If these changes don't work, talk
with your doctor about other treatment opUons.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor.Boston,MA 02115.)

MY TliICEY 60T BEAT UP! recipe calls for mixing the sour cream with mushDear Mollie: I cooked a room soup. I hope you've got a substitute for
turkey that had "BRUISES" the sour cream. — Fran M., via email
Try using plain, low-fat yogurt or 6 ounces
on pans. It looked like blood
ia the tissue. I had to trim of cottage cheese mixed well with 1 teaspoon of
and thibir away quite a bit lemon juice in a food processor or blender. If it
of good lbod. What is the rea- is just the "reduced-fat" part that you don't care
son for this? I've noticed it for, use regular sour cream. Learning to substion chicken, also. — Donna tute is a part of cooking. That's why I wrote my
pamphlet Seasonings. Sauces and Substitutes,
A, Cetera& Springs, Colo.
It's iitur a bruise, which can filled with recipes and substitution hints. To order
hoop" dikkr normal handling. one, go to wwwileloise corn, or send $3 and a
Unless there is a tear dt eat, etc., where the long, self-addressed, stamped (70 cents) envelope
to: HeloiseISSS, P.O. Box 795001, San Antonio,
bruise is, you don't nerd to worry.
You can cut out that parr, if you want to, or TX 78279-5001. Even avocados (guacamole) or
just be sure the poidtry is cooked thoroughly.
salsa can be substituted for sour cream, dependJust as when we braise, it's a broken blood ing on the recipe. — Heloise
vessel UNDER the skin, and yes, what you see HERB SALT
Dear Heloise: I have an energetic basil plant
is dried blood. — Heloise
that produces more than I can use (fresh). I fill
SANDWICH HINT
Dear Heloise: A writer contributed the hint a large jar to three-quarters with coarse sea salt,
to use hamburger bubs'fot taboo sandwiches in then snip extra leaves into the salt and reseal it.
order to avoid soggy bread. "My hint is to sand- I end up with excellent herbed salt, which I use
wich the tomato between two layers of lettuce for cooking and the table.
A bonus: I use multibladed herb shears, which
and do not salt the tomato. Tightly wrap the
sandwich in wax paper, and it will stay nice and get clogged with bits. I dip them into the jar of
salt, snip a few times, and they are clean. A
dry. — Carole W., via entail
Carole, I'm with you on this! Why do they quick rinse and dry, and I'm ready for the next
put all of the "soggy" stuff right next to the batch. — A Reader, via email
SLICED MUSHROOMS
bun on a hamburger? And why the bottom? —
Dear Heloise: Needing to slice mushrooms
Heloise
quickly the other night, I grabbed the egg slicer.
SOUR-CREAM
Dear Heloise: I've got a recipe I would like I was able to slice all of the mushrooms in no
to try, but it calls for an ,iugredient that we time. — Dan T. in Illinois
never use: reduced-fat er hgbt sour cream. The
. —

by
Heloise
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DEAR DOCTOR K: I have
sleep apnea. and I don't particularly like the CPAP treatment. I've
beard that night guards might be
an effective alternative What can
you tell me?
DEAR READER: One way
or another, getting treatment for
sleep apnea is really important.
Untreated, sleep apnea increases
your risk for
high
blood
pressure,
stroke
and
early death.
The airways of people
with
obstructive
sleep apnea
narrow
RS
they
sleep,
and air strugBy
gles to get
Dr. Anthony
through. PeoKomarotf
ple with this
condition may breathe shallowly
or stop breathing several times
an hour. Each time that happens.
the amount of oxygen in their blood
drops. As a result, all the organs
of the body that need oxygen suffer temporarily. If low oxygen
levels occur repeatedly, it can cause
more persistent problems.
The most-tested treatment for
sleep apnea is a breathing machine
known as "continuous positive airway pressure"(CPAP).CPAP keeps
airways open by increasing the
pressure at which air travels
through them. It's effective, but
it requires a pump to generate
pressurized air, a conduction tube
and a mask that must be worn
over the nose.
Many people who try CPAP
don't stick with it. Those who
abandon CPAP often say that the
mask is claustrophobic, the tubing gets in their way. as they
sleep,or the hum from the machine
is hard to tolerate.
For that reason, a number of
alternative devices have been proposed. These are used inside the

Hints From Nololse

By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, September 23, the 266th day of 2015.
There are 99 days left in the year.
Autumn arrives at 4:21 a.m. Eastern time.
Today's Highlight in History:
On September 23. 1952, in
what became known as the "Checkers" speech, Sen. Richard M.
Nixon, R-Calif., salvaged his vicepresidential nomination by appearing live on television to refute
allegations of improper campaign
fundraising.
On this date:
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have been several ieetanclis of
serious physical abuse towed my
son. He is constantly trying to adapt
to her ever-changing racmadi
reduce these conflicts, to so avail.
Yesterday she smashed I coffee pot into Pete's face, causidg
a 3-inch gash. Then she a/N(14
guitar and smashed in the windows of his truck When _she*
not violent, she threataas to kill
herself. She recently moved here
from the U.K. and must maittain
a living situation with bee husband for at least a year to establish citizenship. Pete wants to
stick it out for the sake el his
wife's daughter.
I think my son should call the
police and make a report, but he
is afraid of how she would and
will retaliate. She knows his background and could accuse him of
anything, if it comes (Jowl to a
"he said/she said" situation. ha
not sure what to do, Abby. Any
thoughts? -- DESPERATE MOM
IN MARYLAND
DEAR DESPERATE MOM:
For his own safety, your son
should not continue living with
someone as volatile as this srdtnan.
Pete could be even more odiously injured in her next attack if
he stays. When she acts outNtsaia
-- notice I didn't say 'if" -- I
agree that he should call the police'
and make a report. He *staid
also go to an emergency' robm
for treatment and to have his
injuries photographed.
If his parole officer doesn't
know what has bees goiag on,
he or she should be informed. If
Pete thinks his wife ootrld hams
her daughter, he shotdd raglan it
to child protective services.
He should never have glossed
himself to be heal hostage' her
threats to kill herself, wilick is
classic emotional blackmail. Thisr
"citizenship marnage has heels a ,
sham from the beginaisrg, and
your son should end it.
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LAST CHANCE TO GET
A GREAT DEAL ON
tmitmat
A NEW 2015 TOYOTA!
CI'
TOYOTA EARNED THE MOST 2015
BEST OVERALL VALUE
AWARDS OF ANY BRAND!
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Choose Your Car Wtsely

TOYOTA HAS THE
BEST RESALE VALUE OF ALL
BRANDS FOR THE 3RD YEAR IN A ROW!
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BIG CUSTOMER CASH'
ON NEW 2015 TOYOTAS

•

PRIUS v
PRIUS Liftback
VENZA
AVALON GAS
AVALON HYBRID
PRIUS c
TUNDRA CREWMAX
TUNDRA REG & DBL CABS
YAR1S

$2500
$2250
$2000
$2000
$2000
$1500
$750
$500

$500

THE TOYOTA CAMRY WAS
RANKED #1 ON THE 2015
AMERICAN-MADE INDEX
BY CARS.COM

THE TOYOTA SIENNA WAS 1
RANKED #2 ON THE 2015
AMERICAN-MADE INDEX
BY CARS.COM
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APR FINANCING ON

13 DIFFERENT NEW
2015 TOYOTAS!
AVALON GAS • AVALON HYBRID
CAMRY GAS • CAMRY HYBRID • COROLLA
PRIUS L1FTBACK • PRIUS c
PRIUS v • YARIS • RAV4 • SIENNA
VENZA • TUNDRA
Plus Bonus Cash up to $1,000 on select models!
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ASK ABOUT GREAT LEASE OFFERS ON NEW 2015 TOYOTAS!

Two Secti.
Arts

FOR ALL TOYOTA OFFERS
INCLUDING 2016 MODELS
ASK ABOUT OUR $1,000 MILITARY & $750 COLLEGE GRAD REBATE PROGRAMS
THAT'S OVER cf ABOVE ALL OTHER INCENTIVES!

INDEX

buyatoyotascorn
1

Every New Toyota
ToyotaCare Comes With ToyotaCare.
r.os' Service & Roadside
No

Book Revie
Classifieds

10

Comics
Community.
Obituaries ...
GameDay

Toyota's No Cost Maintenance Plan.

SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALER TODAY!
1111

TOYOTA OF MURRAY

7
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1307 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270.753.4961
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